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THE MORNING STAR.

| known.
In one of the most “intelligent
we visited, I was telling the people
| villages

some ¢ of which took effect, Pod shouting,
“kill the Padri!” ‘“4way with the outcasts!”
that the Brahmins (of whoni
w
there were not and so on. In Dec., '66, ten months after
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, a few in the audience), should at once set this |excitement, I'wentagain to preach to
| about learning how to work, for the days of the Dumria people, but they would not hear.
At No. 89 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
their shameful begging were fast passing by Mrs. Phillips and Mahes
were
with
LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.
never
to
return,
and
that
they
all
should
be
me,
but
none
of
us
could
get
a
hearing
All letters on business, remittances of money, &c.,
saving their priest and temple-fees to build amid the shouts 6f *‘Haribol” that the boys
should be addressedto the Agent, and all communica
school-houses
and churches for their own kept up at the instance of their seniors. 1
one designed for publication should he addressed to
sons and daughters, who could never con- should have said above that Dula, whom
the Editor.
:
sent to worship dumb idols after having manyof your readers recollect, was] with
TERMS, For one year; $3,003 or if paid strictly in
felt the power of that Christian knowledge me, when we got the pelting. Again
advance, $2,560,
which is so fast pervading society in India; months passed, and one day I waded
Pligg
in Canada a the other British Prov:
20 cents a year in addition to
through the deep mud and went once more
the pice ‘of the paper, to prepay
@ postage to the a knowledge which, though it may scornfully deny its origin, nevertheless owes its to the poor ignorant people of Dumria. The
a,
All Mtulstoes (ordained and onnexion mn very existence to Christianity.
It required terrible famine had humbled them. They
a
simple
illustration
to
make
the
point clear knew we had niinistered to their sick and
oat
ho
ed a
in coll
to. the hearers. I told them that a man starving at Midnapore. They stood this
Yd
fiendSand oral
fected and remitted
by
g Pony one of their jungle paths at night time and heard all I had to say, and when
ts8 a others should be particular to give
might easily mistake a bush for a bear, or leaving begged me to see an invalid. And
ins Bu
aan
State)
Sua
of subscribers for
the village
&o. Remember, it is take a tangle of thorns and flowers for a the other day our party visited
boon ry Ae i Fi towns where they reside that we
crouching tiger, but that nobody could and preached to a respectful congregation.
want,
a
She hilines
piace of the Post Office at which they

‘True, Saheb, otir "children

Just as God
—

Leads.

~The conviction daily

can

that
its

strongest and proudest: representative on
earth, must die. This conviction, I am
disposed to think, had much to do with the
session of that body of Hindus now
.| known as the Bramhas, or what might be

Just as God leads me I would go:
I would not ask to choose my way,
Content with what he will bestew,

+ Assured he will not let me stray.
So as he leads my path I make,
And step hy step I gladly take,—
A child in him confiding.

called

Hindu

Unitarians.

These

men, ¢

muck more enlightened than the mass of |
their countrymen, many of them having |
enjoyed superior educational advantages at
the presidency cities, were obliged to renounce their faith in idolatry and were
ashamed to worship the gods of theirfathers.

Just as God leads, I am content;
1 rest me calmly in his hands;

That which he has decreed and sent,—
‘That which his will for me commands,—
I would that he should yet fulfill,

Toast I should do his gracious will
In living or in dying.

So it is that the old, devoted, bigoted,

and

defiant believers in idols are fast passing
away, and the dense darkness is lifting from
off this guilty land. 4
Another cheering thing to which I revert
with great pleasure, is the eagerness of
the people to get our books. This year,

~Just as God leads me, I abide
In faith, in hope, in suffering, true;

His strength is ever by my side;
Can aught my hold on him undo?
1 hold me firm in patience, knowing
That God my life is still bestowing,—
The best in kindness sending.

more than ever before, we have had

Just as God leads I onward go,
‘

gains ground

idolatry is doomed, and that Hinduism,

f——

an op-

portunity to test the real desire of the natives for Christian publications.
We have
been selling a good many tracts and gospels. At Sildagard market, the largest one

Oft amid thorns and briers keen:
God does not yet his guidance show ;
Bat in the end it shall be seen
How, by a loving Father's will,
Faithful and true, he leads me still
To heavenly bliss unending.

we attended, a regular stand was occupied
for selling books. Of -course we did not
ask full price for any of them, but merely a
nominal sum, énough to give the book
some money value of itself in the eyes of
those who wished ,it. In this way a good
numberof books has been disposed of, and
this has afforded us a very proper and pleasing evidence that the Hindus do really de-

Missionary Correspondence.
MipNAPORE, India, Dec. 31, '68.

“HindusNew
© purthasing
Chistian
books Dumria
Year—The
Smiths.

month.

We were out fifty-three days, vis-

ited sixty-one villages, and attended eighteen markets,in all of which places

it was

in the

some respects the most encouraging.
the

sixty-one

villages I have

Of

visited,

«¢ was all true, every word of it; and still,
somehow,.I didn't get from it an idea at

Testament.
The Oriya tract,—‘‘
The Jewel-Mine of Salvalion,” and the Bengali, ‘An Appeal to
Hindus," are frequently sought for, and

Let me tell you, dear

Star

readers,

of a
sit-

ting in this gaiet home study, we look back
over the weeks just spent in the jungles.
To begin, there comes to mindithe remark
of a grave old man in one of the large
markets we attended,
“Nobody worships
idols now,” said he, when we were showing
how foolish and how sinful it is to, bow
down to graven images. The old man was
wrong, and yet he was right. Thousands
upon thousands are still worshiping idols

in India; but so completely shattered is the
blind,

stupid

Hinduism

ago, and so wonderfully

of half a century

changed

are the

elements of Hindu society under the influ
ence of Christianity, that one can say with
truth that
nobody worships idols to-day.
A painted log or a block of stone can nevermore receive the devout homage of these

tion of the rainbow, said he thought it was
¢¢ like a pile of sand” And so our friend

to bring a

had not gained an adequate conception of

the country; and its unlikenes and contrast
to New England, addedto the sense of
separation for the first time from home,
made him terribly home-sick.
..Both country and people are striking
contrasts to those of New England. Hills

are striking from their altitude, but more

threats. . The February

following I went

againto that tank and baptized two

believ-

where we now are, scarc:ly twenty miles
from Flemington, there is an Iron Furnace
just fairly ,commencing operations, and
turning out nearly ten tons of pig iron per were painfully odious to the founders
day, with ore enough within a radius of of the Massachusetts Colony, who were
five miles to run a dozen other furnaces al- a pledged and covenanted people. The
most an indefinite period. And the ore is Bible was the authority to which they comdistributed over a large part of the State. mitted their own consciences in absolute
The oil business, west of us, is also increas-

subjection.

ing, as is also the
coal.

and institutions were all restrained by their
religions belief. ‘Liberty under law” was
their motto ; and that law was God’s word.

Tho

development
:

of our
:

oreotion
of this State of West

Vifin-

they are not always combined in the finan-

cial and

moral structure

of the same

indi-

vidual. This Bro. is a happy combination
of heart and purse,and I am pleased to send
on this account of his further liberality as
a dtimulus to others to go and do likewise.
There are many persons in every church
and society who are not in such circumstances

as tv subscribe

for the

Quarterly,

but who would be glad of the privilege to
peruse its pages. There are, also, many
wealthy brethren in almost every church,
who would only increase the more for having given liberally to support the Quarterly
in the hour of its peril, as well as to scatter
its genial light into many hearts and homes.
Those also who could not send for ten cop:

ies might send for five, and those unwilling
to be benevolent to others might do themselves a kindness by forwarding their money and names as regular subscribers.
Would it not be wise to inquire if your pastor has felt able from his scanty income, to

from. their steepness and ruggedness.
Away from the, railroad, hardly any two
men's clearings connect. Half the surface | renew his subscription, and if not, either
is still covered with forests. Farmers own place the money in his hand for that purhundreds of acres and are eager.for more, pose, or forward it yourself at once ?
when the only advantage they get from the
It seems important, on account of the inhalf they now have, is the privilege of pay- terest an credit of the denomination, for
ing taxes onit.
The timber, that might be
valuable, is not valuable, because there is

not enough clearing and improvements
and enterprise generally, to create any ex-

tensive demand
for

|

such

for it.

demand,

They are waiting

forgetting

that

the de-

mand will never come unless the aforesaid
ipprovements and enterprise gome first.
And the chickens are all so carefully.count
ed and estimated so long and far in advance
of their hatching, that as much is asked for

the nest where the eggs might be laid, as
foras many full grown chickens as the

nest can possibly contain eggs, without
cheering proof that the common people are making allowances for rottenness and acrelaxing their hold upon the old supersti- cidents. = We have a friend who has a
tions and becoming more civilized. They city builtup in imagination on his farm,
are more favorably
disposed
towards |. and perhaps might after a while have a
Christians, and seem to be learning that brisk town in reality, only that he asks for
we are really their true friends. In several lots, before there is any village there, as
places I was struck with the. change that much as they would be worth if there were
already a thousand inhabitants,
has come over the people in this respect,
' Right opposite our school building is one
even during the three years past. There is
a little village callad Dumria, about half a of the best coal veins in the land, nine feet
mile from Degadia, the home of our new thick,~coal
that, tested in New York,
brethren. Three years ago this month Dr. was found tobe the very best for producBachelor and I baptized six. happy converts ing gas. The gentleman who owns it has
in the'large tank at this village. The peo- notfthe means of working it, A short time,
ple seemed almost too astonished at the since, a New York company sent an agent
strange ceremony to make any. noisy de- here, and offered him all he had been askmonstrations,
After we left, itis said, their ing for it.
He thought there was somerage spent itself in hot words and fierce where an egg he. had not counted,--he

ers, one of whom is now at rest in heaven.
And you cannot conceive how glad we are Hardly were we permitted this ime to close
to mark the growth of public sentiment the excreises at the water without disturbagainst this most absurd and terrible of all ance. An angry mob followed our little
systems of idolatry thatthe world has ever company outof the village, throwing stones,
people, as of their fathers a generation ago.

Ey

all like the reality.” Itis the old story of
the blind boy, who, after a vivid desorip-

The rest were

thing or two that cheers us to-day,” a8,

ago, brought

tried to describe the prairies to those who
had not seen them. But we never found a
person who thereby gained anything like
the conception produced by the actual
sight. ‘ Your description,” said a friend,

bought copies of the gospels, and at Binpur
the Sub-Inspector of Police, a high-caste

thoughtful reader to Christ. Hundreds and
Bengali, Oriya snd mixed. So you see we thousands of pages have been given away
have indeed been among the jungle people. and sold on this trip, and are now in the
Bat you cannot tell, kind reader, what a scattered homes of Bengalis, -Mussulmans.
real pleasure, yea, what a supreme delight Oriyas and Santels. Let the pious reader
it has been to speak to all these multitudes pray for these pagan readers. Through
of the way of salvation through faith in the divine mercy, by the power of the Holy
the great Redeemer of sinners. Our party Spirit many hearts may be brought, through
has preached to Bengali, Hindostani, Oriya these printed appeals, to look away from
and Santal, to each in his own tongue, and dumb idols unto the only living and true
pointed Hindu, Mohammedan and savage God. Who knows bunt that the smallest
alike to *‘the Lamb of God, which taketh and simplest book of all these we have
away the sin of the world.” Never before given, may bring many souls into the kinghave I known so much of the joy there is’ dom of God P 8o I was thinking the other day,
in preaching Christ, and never has a duty when a Brahmin brought out a little bound
become so great a delight.
These two volume of Oriya tracts and showed it to me,
months have beena precious time of seed- in a small village, saying, ‘I read this
sowing, and now in faith and praying we book.” It had a well-worn look and was
must abide the results.
How little we a witness to his word. May it lead his
know of what may come!
Wisely and dark soul into the true light! Iam confimercifully the futmre is veiled from our dent ‘that there is a good deal of secret
sight.
In places where we fancied the reading of our books in the homes of the
seed fell into good soil the crop may be people. And may it not be, indeed is it
scanty, and where we thought we ‘sowed not probable, that some souls are diligenton rock itself there may the heavy harvest ly searching for that Saviour whom their
bend to the reaper’s sickle. Our “inviting own corrupt shasters fail to reveal ? Let us
fields” may prove to be the veriest deserts, believe it is 80, for the very faith will help
and our ‘hard spots” the gardens of the us pray for the Hindus.’
One more thing I should mention, as a
Lord. .

twenty-five ‘were Santal.

headed the mob of two years

a verbal description alone? - We have often

Bengali school

both of these are calculated

so furionsly

Did you ever know any one to gain an

our privilegeto publish the glad tidings of Hindu, bought a Bengali New
salvation to the people.
This has been
rather the longest trip I have made, and in

listen to. the

adequate idea of any visible object through

‘One week ago to-day, in the clear, mild
sire to know what our religion is, and how
moonlight of Christmas eve, the lastof our
they must find salvation. At Mahapal, the
party reached home from the long jungle
village from which I wrote you last month,
trip, about which I began to write you last
severalof the boys

to

who

man

declared, a conceit, fancy

or notion in any living brain in Boston today,that did not have its counterpart at that
time in the mother country. These dreams
and heresies of bold thinkers and mystics

Their

opinions, motives, laws

people of conservative and“ secesh” proclivities
to get up a ball from

]

ostentatiously excluded
ously honored. They thereby hoped to pure
Gen. Grant, and use him at the outset of his ad; Avis doubtf)
ministration to taboo the

whether the plan would |

event; but to give it no * chines to succeed, ‘the
original projectors of the entertainment secured
and went on
a wing of the Treasury

with their arrangements.” But from the first
moment the “old inhabitants”

the * eminent

and

respectability” of Washington" determined to
of

ement

drive the managersto a public. ar or
the. exclusion of negroes. The J

opened its fire
them,
demanding
predicting failure ‘and disaster, and declaring,

ia has tended strongly to break up the old “Their alm was to set up & biblical com- -rurther, that funds had been raised tg purchase :
economic conservatism above ‘alludéd to. monwealth.
Everything and
everybody tickets for disreputable colored
ple
‘wl
out a cot for us to sit upon. All seemed to The new. system of Free Schools is aldo that stood opposed to this ide¥ they put out would force themselves upon .
be glad tosee us, and hailed us as old working powerfully in the same direction. of the way, and often by harsh and una- excite disturbance. The managers, neyertheloss
friends. Thank God for such a change! New elements are coming in.
¢* Carpet miable methods. Their treatment of An- were determined not to yield, whatever might
But I look for a greater change still. I Bagging” is not below par. And the old ne Hutchinson, of Roger Williams, and be the pecuniary loss to. them. Therefore one of
their number (the Mayor of Washington) in’ rebelieve we shall yet have true converts in elements are rapidly chtching its spirit. of the Quakers, can be explained by this sponse to an inquiry, published a letter stating
Dumria,and welcome to the fellowship of the West Virginia, in spite of its draw-backs, is theory, and by no other. They were the that any respectable person would be admitted
church some of our old persecutors. May moving rapidly ahead,—faster, probably,
proprietors of the soil, and had without regard to race ‘or. color. So stands the
| absolute
al
the Lord hasten the day! I must stop, It than any other of her sister southern the right, by their charter, to limit the question,and ““ we shall see what we shall see.”
is almost 1869 here, so I'll venture, afew
franchise, expel intruders and punish dis- . I am writing amidst the whirl and confusion
states.
of the closing hours of Congress. Immense
hours in advance of your family clocks,and
We must not omit to state that here, on sentients.
throngs of people are everywhere, 80 obstructsteeple chimes, to wish you and all your the top of one of the highest and ruggedest
ing the Capitol that it is difficult to pass from
readers a “Happy New Year.”
hills we have yet found, we are entertained
wing to wing. The businessof Congress is unEvents of the Week.
in a good two-story frame house,—with
usually behind hand, and the prospect now is
J. L. PHILLIPS,
that ,some of the appropriation bills may fail.
P. 8.3 Strangely enough I quite forgot to chimneys inside the house,—with paintings
CONGRESS AND THE INAUGURATION.
The army appropriation bill is one of them.
speak of the arrival of our. dear Bro. and and other pictures and fancy needle work,
During the week the eyes of the people This bill fails by reason of an amendment offered
Sister Smith, who reached Calcutta about on the walls,—a large and finely selected
by Mr. Sumner to pay Massachusetts for interest
a month ago.
They are in excellent health library of some hundreds of volumes,—one have been directed towards Washington.
upon advances made in the war of 1812. His
and spirits, and left us yesterday for Jella- of Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organs,— There have been witnessed the outgoings amendment
was strenuously resisted, but its opof a Congress and a President, and the ponents did not dare to permit a vote to be takhow to use it.
sore, where they are to relieve Sister Craw- and somebody that knows
incoming of their saccessors. As will be en for fear it would prevail, andthe able and proA.D. W.
ford for a few weeks, while she takesa
as
seen by reference to our Congressional longed debate delayed and has probably defeatchange to Balasore, which she very much
the public
summary and our Washington letter, these -ed the bill. The bill to strengthen
needs.
\
J.L. PB.
credit, by declaring our obligations payable in
The Quarterly.
events were attended by the usual cere- coin, will probably pass both Houses of Conmonies and attracted an unusually large gress, but will undoubtedly be pocketedby the
West Virginia Sketches.
My DEAR STAR: A few days ago one of number of spectators. President Johnson President. It has already, however, strengthenthe members of the church of which I am closed his administration by issuing a char- ed the public by the bare declaration of the opin|
WEST VIRGINIA HILLS, ?
pastor gave me $15,00 to be sent for ten acteristic Farewell Address and pocketing ion of Congress; and as the Supreme Court has
!
February 25, 1869.
§
copies of the F. W. Baptist Quarterly. The several important bills. His departure from declared coin contracts legal, nogreat damage
The other day we had a young friend money is this day forwarded, and will
will ensue from the pocket veto. The Supreme
the White House will be areliefto the coun- Court has also just rendered a decision of great
come all the way from staid old Massa- doubtless have a ‘sunny side” for those
try. The Inauguration of President Grant interestto the holders of the “Floyd acceptances,”
chusetts, to attend our school in this rug- brethren struggling to warm that excellent
not only passed off finely, but his Inaugural by which they are declared void and worthless.
ged West Virginia. We naturally felt some- publication into a more healthy and vigoris of such a character as will, at the outset, Some three or four millions of doilars are inwhat elated at .such a plucking of fruit ous existence. We have, no doubt, among
inspire the confidence of all loyal and right- volved in the decision.
from right under the noses ot Harvard, and the membership of our churches, hundreds
minded men in his administration.
The - We haye had the new spectacle: ofa. eslored
Dartmouth, and Yale.
But, ¢‘ lo! and be- and thousands of Milton Bud longs, so far
his right to
new Congress is less thoroughly Republi- | man arguing, on the floor of Congress,
a seat therein. Menard, the colored clsimant
hold !" our friend speedily showed unmis- as purse and money are concerned, but few
can than the old one, but it is sufficiently from Louisiana, made a quite
pooch
takable signs of acute home-sickness.' He are so wellsable to keep both subject to the
loyal for all practical purposes.
The new in support of his claim, while the
did not think it was such a country! He dictates of heart and benevolence.
We Speaker of the Housé, Mr. Blaine, of Me., declined to advocate his elaim. The result at
did not fancy such people. And so he was often find the large heart, and not unfreis not unacquainted with his duties, and however, that the House decided that neither
soon on the return rotite.
quently the deep purse; but unfortunately enters upon them under auspicious circum- was entitled fo a seat.

never worship these idols that we do.”
1

himself came

The old

There isnot, he

raised the value of another chicken, and—

lost the sale, and the country. an opportunity for the development of its resources,

There is a touch of universal buman ‘nature, tobe sure, in all this, But we have
nowhere else seen such excessive economic

the sake of a medium through

which-ob-

secure questions may be elaborately discussed, and last but not least, for the sake

of drawing out the ministerial ability of the
denomination,

that

the

be heartily sustained.

Quarterly

should

Why should we not

have 4 move in the direetion in which the

stances.

The American people have on the

whole abundant reason to congratulate
themselves in view of the changes wrought
and the prospects before them.
But the

changes which we have indicated are not
all whichh have occurred. The great mystery of
>
THE CABINET
is now solved.

On Friday, President Grant

sent the following names to the Senate for
confirmation : E. B, Washburne,
the vetéran
Congressman

from

Ill,

for

Secretary

of

State ; A. T. Stewart,the princely merchant,
of New York, for Secretary of the Treasury ;
Adolph E. Borie, of Pa., of whom we know

but little

or nothing, for Secretary of the

Navy; J. D. Cox, an Ex-Gov. of Ohio, for
Secretary of the Interior; J. A. J. Cresswell,
an Ex Senator from Md., for Post-MasterGeneral ;and E. R. Hoar,a Judge of the Su-

preme Court of Mass., for ‘Attorney-General. Gen. Schofield remains at the head of
the War Department for the present.
Politically these names cannot fail to be
satisfactory to the party which elevated

Gen. Grant to the Presidency.

If anything,

we should judge that the radical element
preponderates. It would also seem that
the Cabinet has been selected with a view
to efficiency rather than to previous political reputation. There are other men in the
country whom we would have preferred
to see Secretary of State rather than
Mr. Washburne,

but there is a fitness in the

choice made, especially in view

of the

re-

such a

lations which have heretofore existed be-

worthy example? Who will be the next to
show his or her appreciation of the Quar-

tween the new President and his Premier.
If Mr. Stewart manages the finances of the
country as well us he has his own private

brother mentioned ahove has set in

terly?

Yours truly,

¥

R. C.

Fairport, N.Y.

business, the

The Puritan’s Purpose,
Rev. Dr. Ellis, in a lecture’recently delivered in Boston, presented a view of
the object aimed at by the fouuders of
the

Massachusetts

Colony,

which

differs

somewhat from that generally entertained.
His position was carefully taken and defended by a large amount of testimony
drawn from old records and documents.
Heo quoted, for

the

purpose

people will not regret his

as-

signment to what is regarded by some as
the most important post in the new administration. And it may be said that the Cab-

of controvert-

inet is substantially

such

a one:as

we ex-

pected the new President would select.
We predict that it will be a unit, or, at
least, will be ‘madesuch. There is an impression that a portion of these appoint
wents are designed to be temporary, and
the question is raised whether all those designated will accept the places assigned
them. It is said that Washburne’s ‘appointmeni is simply complimentary,

ing it, the statement from Dr. Palfrey’s
ord
\
History of New England, that they *¢ deIN SPAIN
signed to establish a colony which should
be a refuge for civil and religious liberty, the provisional government has resigned,
On no suhject, he said, has there been so und Marshal Serrano has been entrusted with
much crude und sentimental rhetoric ex- fill executive powers for the time being,
pended, as on this. Attempts have been snd empowered to form a new ministry. It
made to reconcile this theory with their is expected that the radical element will
treatment of dissentients and intruders, be recognized in the new cabinet. It is
and those forefathers have been patronized announced that the policy to be pursued is
and apologized for, in a manner which, if of- to follow the programme established by the
fered in their day, they would have sternly revolution, and to make every attempt to
repudiated. They did not establish, and disarm Republican attacks by reducing exnever had it in their plans to establish, penditures, and pursuing a liberal policy
:
liberty of conscience, ag that expression is generally, : 7

The members of the House held a caucus last
evening to nominate officers for the 41st Congress.
J. G. Blaine was nominated
‘for Speaker by acclamation. All the present incumbents of the
other offices were renominated exeept the Post"
master, which is undecidedas yet. Schuyler
Colfax resigned the office of Speaker to-day,
and took his leave

priate manner.

is

Sincerity,

priest

Here,

so

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10, 1869.

gospel.

oil and

SR

The Morning Star.

The

Se now they, in the night of ignorance,
thought stumps of wood and slabs of stone
were gods, but their children in the daytime of knowledge could make no such
mistake. Hardly was this brief illustration
finished, before many voices in the congregation, under that great banyan tree, exclaimed with an earnestness.that bespoke

Coal,

.
Cee

with the

make-such a blander when the sun was up.

ettimation.

iron exist here in immense quantities.

eg

musto be Becompania
writers.

and other

most beyond

area

of revivals,

conservatism.
It is a serious’ clog to understood at the preset day. ierty of
the dévelopment of the gieat resources of conscience, he said, was what they dreaded
the country.
And the resources of the and warred against, as the source of every
country are very great. It is one of the | religious, social
and political evil. To es- :
finest grazing countries on the continent, cape its influence upon themselves and |
jonable —
of ashington
r
was among the chief motives
and about equally good for fruit raising; their children,
agi
ment, scarcely less than the i
and the two can easily and conveniently be which drove them into’ exile inthis new tates the political world. 'When Congress refuscarried on together,—thus reaping a double world. They had feltin Old England the ed the use of the Capitol Building
for the ball,a
profit. And out mineral resources are al: ‘pernicious effects of a free conscience. project was started by some of the ‘Washington

eg

An involving fe
' orOper names

accounts

1869.

CS
SN PET

_ PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE

10,

:

of the House in a very appro-

A vote of thanks was given him

by the House, and on motion of Judge Woodward, a bitter political opponent, the resolution
was ordered. to be engrossed on parehment and
presented to him. Hon, Mr. Pomeroy, of New
York, was elected Speaker ‘for the remainder of
dhe Congress, and is proving himself a good presiding efficer.
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President Johnson held his last. publi¢ reception last evening. There was an immense crowd
present. The city is fullto overflowing siready
with strangers,

and they

tend the levee. The
auguration are going
write, the military

are

h

all anxious to at

preparations for the inforward hriskly, and as I

companies,

and

other -asso-

ciations that have come to attend the inauguration; are parading the streets with bands of ~
music, and,
spectacle.

altogether,

present

a very

lively
;

Mar. 4,~Having written thus far,I decided
to de-

lay sending the letter for one day in order to cover
the closing scenes of the Fortieth Congress, and the
events of the inauguration. The Fortieth ‘Congress

closed ftnoon to-day, (Thursday) in the presence
of the Supreme Court, Foreign Legations, many
distinguished officers of the army and navy, and a
densely packed throng of other spectators,

The

President of the Senate, Hon. B.:F, Wade,
ministered the oath of office te the: Viee

ad-

Presi-

dent elect, and declared the Fortieth. Congress adjourned without day. He made no remarks, and
evidently retired from the chair, (and probably
from public life;) with deep emotion. ' =

|

Mr, Johnson did not make his abpehirnibod at the
Capitol at all, and the bills hid all to be sefit to

the White House.

He declined to appeat or take

any part in the inaugural ceremonies, and pocketed a Joint Resolution authorizing
the Seeretairy
of War to loan four thousand stand of arms and
equipments for the inaugural ceremonies. They
did not fail, however, to be successfully carried
out. An immense crowd was. present, ~larger

than cver before, it is said, although the morning was stormy. Before
however, the
clouds parted and the SU
forth, The
oath. of office was administered to President
Grant by Chief Justice Cliase. The new. President
stood for six or Qight, ‘minutes, until the splendid
outburst of applause had™
way, and then
stepped forward and read
fuaugural : address
from his own manuscript in a clear tone, without the slightest apparent imi
iG in

voice or. manner, The wind was blowing briskly, and of course there was a good deal of confusion.

The

persons

about

him

were

quiet

enough, but he could not be heard twenty feet
distant.

It made

little difference to the

crowd.

They took-him on his record, assured that what
he said must be good, and cheered him again and
again.

When he ceased there was

more

ringing

of bells, more firing of cannon, and more cheers
from twenty or thirty thousand throats, echoing
and reverberating through thé halls and rotunda

of the Capitol, Grant’s inaugural gave
satisfuetion to those who heard it,and I doubt not will
be favorably

received

by the country, Our

pilot 18 now fairly aboard the Ship of

at the helm, and ull the omens are favo;
# prosperous voyage. Everybody:is

Bt

the

Ball this evening, and it promisesto be 8Stat
‘Buecess. |
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A Father’s Letters. No. 6.
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Be
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Qp——

demand,

or

as

valuable

books

“ ,~On a recent occasion I listened to a dis- may be presented. The quality of your
course by one of the most distinguished of library will be of more consequence than
female lecturers among the Spiritists, or the

miscalled “ Spiritualists.” The discourse
rag
Tr the main earnest and “candid, “and
the speaker addressed . herself to the work

which she and other Spiritists have to do,

the quantity.

A few

standard works,

The attendance
was not so- goodJ. to-day
as
a
»

usual; but all who were present appeared
interested, and we hope there may some

well

read, will be of vastly more advantage than

malty volunies promiscuosly
serected. Take |

The old gray-headed man "was

the advice of: experienced men before you

purchase.

was an attempt

to criticise

sentimentof the text, she rather endorsed it ;

but theological writers
ling for mever getting up
and accurate definition of
1 listened in vain to hear

took rough handa- comprehensive
the term faith ; yet
the improved defi-

nition from the new oracle. "She then- laid
it down as a bread and

unlimited

proposi-

tion that the Christian world in géneral,and

to whom

are on dear loved ones in our

advantages

you

may

you

gather

-each sect for itself, lays down its creed,and around you, there will be little comfort in
teaches that those who accept it are saved, your work, or hope of success, without the
‘—as the divine Incarnation, the offering aid and presence of the Holy Spirit. Christ
made for sin by Christ, conversion, &e.
On has said, ‘“ Without me ye can do nothing.”
this she made war with great energy, and With his presence there will be sweet and

very easily tore down the

man of straw

which she had with pains-taking setup; and
as

she,

with

Samson-like

destruction,

scattered the fragments of it, the audience
cheered her. Of course nobody believes
the mere acceptance of a creed

saves

any

one. Every one knows that the creed must
be right and become operative in the life
‘of him who accepts it, in order to salvation
here or hereafter.

She readily disposed of the doctrine _of
the atonement, by saying, if one man

pats

his finger into the five, another man's finger

holy-comfort, whether sinners
bear; withhis aid, there will

native

early

in the fifteenth,

For

sixteenth

in

as a new gospel in compelling, or inducing

by

necessity,

faith

in immortality, —have

failed in inducing the involuntary faith.

Despite the self-contradiction of the socalled logic of the discourse, I went away

from the meeting with the conviction that
* Spiritualism,” so called,is really improving
—at least advancing in its development ;—

that it is taking its second thought; that it
is feeling the necessity of founding itself on

something ‘besides the mew

‘‘ manifesta-

‘tions
;” that it must take its fate, and like
“the followers of other systems, its followers

must find 4 common basisin a reason that
other people can appreciate. The singing
‘was good,
and the songs had better theology than the

,& thing common enough

was born

good brother lived and labored

in

four

Text used at our brother's
1 Tim. 4:7...

hear or forbe success.

that covereth his sins,” &e.

Europe was either bewitching or bewitched.
Five hundred were executed at Geneva

maturing and strengthening for his future

about 1515; a thousand in the diocese of

and soon after joined the Congregational

work.

He was converted

in the year 1800,

Como in a short time, and 100 a year for a
while after. In Loraine,
during fifteen

church-in Methuen, Mass."

years, ending in 1595, nine

he was baptized by Rev. Mr. Merrill,
Calvinist Baptist pastor, and united with

hundred

in several

About

were

years, 1520

In Wurtzburg and Treves

three

oe

>

after his conversion,

the church of that order in Derryfield, N.
H.,now Manchester. He subsequently connected himself with the Freewill Baptist
denomination, and was licensed to preach
ly the Sandwich Quarterly Meeting. He

England, as late as 1670, Sir Matthew Hale,

"Had about our

usual number present, and good attention
paid to the word spoken. - Quite a number
of the sailors are very prompt in their attendance, and our most sincere prayer is
that God will convict and convert their
souls, and thoroughly establish them in the
blessed truths of the Bible.
Sept, 22d. Thereis now an-appearance
.of rough weather, and perhaps a gale, but
the

wind has

come

around

into the north,

and it is comfortably warm. We havespent
part of the day in writing to our friends but
it has been very hard wgrk. The motion
of the ship not only makes the hand go in
the wrong direction, spoiling létters, and
sometimes whole words; but it seems to

But you may not be permitted to witness
itin the manner or at the time you, wish.

It may not be best for you to see it.

morning, which

Your

heart may not be sufficiently humblé to bear
apparent success or great -prosperity. You
may have an unholy ambitiof® for success,
popular, “rather

than a desire for success that God may be glorified. Hence you will need to watch and
pray continually; and if you succeed, you
may be tempted to say, ¢ Come see my

we

out-sailed,

short time, left ifrobr rear.

and,

in

a

As we passed

her, our captain spoke to her; but we were
unable to make out her answer. The day
has been fine, and the twilight this evens
ing is beautiful beyond description.
Sunday,

Sept. 27th.

This is the first

un-

pleasant Sabbath we have had since leaving
Boston.

This town

is 15 miles

north

Boston,

and was settled about 1630. Sixty years later, that is, in

destructive

valley of the mountains to aid in the search

maifestations of witchcraft ever known in
our country were exhibited here. The first
cases were two children about eleven years
of age. They began by acting in a peculiar and unaccountable manner, creeping

for the bodies of those lost ones that perished in the mighty torrent of water, earth
and stones that was precipitated upon them
from the mountain's steep ascent. After
a long and earnest search, seven of the
nine who perished were found and prepared for
burial. One
wide common
grave was made aud they were laid side by
side in their final resting-place. Amid the
awful grandeur and solemnity of the scene
before them, the voice of prayer ascended
from father Hazelton, and seemed to be
echoed from every mountain side to the

into

holes,

under

the

most

chairs, using

unnatural

gestures, and uttering ridiculous

observa-

tions,

children

destitute

of sense.

Many

have appeared almost equally strange since.
But thet® was

much

ignorance and

conse-

quent superstition then, and the course taken fanned the sparks of evil to a terrible
fire. The neighborhood was excited by
the conduct of these children; physicians
were called ; they could explain nothing,
save one of them, who most gravely gave
it as his opinion that they were .bewitched.
This was at once considered decisive. Persons were accused of witchcraft and committed to prison.
It is in place here to give some other particulars as to how those supposed to be
bewitched,” conducted.
Some began by
thinking they were struck with fire on the
back; and then turning, they

Themen were engaged in tacking

of

ily at the White Mountian notch, Aug. 28th,
1826. He with others went to that lonely

1692,

sailor, and how illy prepared he is to resist
them! Had some talk with the cook, who
also told me that he tried to pray. Had our

in the: marvelous.

we find very. interesting.

tion, and with ineffable delight bows down

Bible class in Isaiah this evening, which
:

With

a knowledge

science and of Divine Revelation,
templates with interest the works

weuld

see

throne of the

Aug. 25th. Had some hard squalls last and adores God for the plan of redemption
night, and the sea is rough to-day; but the and saving grace. In ignorance of the
true God and with reason unenlightened,
clouds are passingover, and we hope that
the sea will get quieted soon. Our course i - he is liable to embrace the supernatural,’
not very favorable to-day. We are running though wild, fanatical and delusive. Under
too much westward ; still we hope to run this comes witchcraft, - It has been somewhat prevalent in the heathen world. It
clear of the coast of South America.
Aug. 29th.” Saw a vessel which crossed has prevailed in almost all ages and among
our bow, and is probably bound for Rio Ja- nations enlightened by the gospel. :
DEFINITION.
neiro, or some other port on the South American coast. We are now making up our | It is sorcery, enchantment, intercourse
southern, and are ih hopes that we shall with evil spirits. Itis a juggling pretense
soon turn our faces more directly towards of supernatural power or knowledge, gain-

* in all sects ; the feelings of the assembly had Calcutta. * Wor we are around the Cape
an approachto devotion, the salvation find it: will seem as though we are almost
+ care of the soul was spoken of in terms of there.
Feo
candor and in terms expressive of the
Sept. bth. The ship rolled so last night
consciousness of spiritual need.
that we were unable to get much rest; con:
H. A. H. sequently we are not feeling much like study

ed by entering into a compaét with the in-

habitants

of

the

spiritual

world,

called

Deity

on

high,

measured the waters in the

“ who

hollow

hath

of his

hand, and meted oufheaven with a span,
and

comprehended

the

dust of the

in a measure, and weighed
in

a

of of large size and the oldest chimney is

he conof crea-

scales,

and

the

hills

earth

the mountains
in

a

balance,”

that he would
have mercy upon and bless
those who ©
came around that sad and
solemn sepulcher. When
the
services
were ended it was then so late that the
company there assembled were obliged to
remain through the night at the hoase so
lately occupied by the buried family, which
remained uninjured through all the dangers

of that awful scene.
While living in Methuen,
ried

to

whom

Alice

he

Bodwell

had

of

ten

Aug.

mar-

place,

by

children,

ecight

of

whom are still liying.
lett,NUH.

he was
thet

Spe died

in Bart-

22; 1828, aged forty-six

years, two months, nineteen days.

seventy-two years.

He

moved

‘¢ justice

years. After closing his pastoral relation
with the church- there, his health failéd
gradually to the close of life,and he preached only occasionally, yet in prayer and

conference meetings’he was ever active,
and was an earnest, efficient worker.

He

| us.

the question was, where will these things

after wizards,

end? Right reason began to resume sway,
executions and accusations were abandon-

I will

even

set my

face

against that soul, and will cut him off from
among his people.” Lev, 20! 6." Witches
also were to be cut off.

¢ Thou

shalt

not

reply of the man

of God,

half sorrowfully,

half reproachfully given, followed me day
and night.

** And

carrying

so,” said he, *‘ you are

your own

burden all the way

along. How hard it is.”
This is all I heard; but

i
me

it made

re-

member how often I had thought that the
burdens of life were greater than I could
bear. They pressed so heavily that they
almost seemed to hedge up the way to the
heavenly cily.
Still Thad been carrying
them all the way, all unthinking that Jesus

was

ready

to bear them for

me,—never

dreaming that the great heart of divine love
could be grieved because a weak and fainting child of earth failed to, trust his tender
eare.
:
cf
I know not what weight of woe may be
crushing out the life from that heart. It
may be that the voice, dearer to her than
all others, was

stilled

forever on

tant battle-field,” Or perhgps,
last battle was

over,

the

dis-

after - the

she had vainly

looked

and longed, Week after week, and month
after month, for one word from the loved
one, and when the heart was sick with hope
deferred, had seen his name among the

lost.

All the nights and mornings of the

long, weary years may to her be

darkened

by the terrible remembrance that she can

never, never know where thé precious form

of her husband sleeps, or what sufferings
were his to endure. This thought may fill

her mind until she feels that her sorrow
must be carried with her until the troubled
heart finds rest in the grave. If this be so,
how must the broken spirit need the healing balm of Jesus’ love! What a blessed
relief to carry this crushing burden of anguish to the mercy-seat, there to trustall to

the bosom of Eternal Love.
Thinking

ofall this,

T am led to a tendfh,

remembrance of the dark hour of our country’s peril, and the great sorrows it brought
to my home.:
Ithink of two dear little
girls, the joy and gladness of that home,
who were ldid’low in "the grave while yet
the sounds of the battle-field were ringing
in the ears of the father, far away. I think,
too, of heavier sorrows which might have
been mine had they not been averted by the.
loving hand of the all-wise Father; and
cheerless

as

my

pathway

has

sometimes

appeared, it geems rosy-wreathed in comparison with what ‘* might have been.” 1

| remember

how Jesus has helped me, and’

trusting in his love which
am happy.
Money Creek, Minn.

never faileth, I
MARILLA.

Selections.
The

Lord

Sent

Him.

I]

One Sabbath a poor drunken man walked into one of our wealthy and fashionable
congregations, and seated himself near the
pulpit. He came in just at the close of the
first hymn, and his shabby appearance and

hing, when the stranger sank into a
sleep ; his loud snoring almost drowne voice of the preacher, and one of the

Sr

Rev.

John

Mugg

does not

—

died

at

York,

Ohio,

Sept. 27, 1868, aged 96 years. He was
born of English parentage in Washington
Co., Maryland. In the year 1792, he was
married in Washington city to Elizabeth
Gronwell, and moved from there to Ontario
Co, N. Y.

His ancestors

were Episcopalians,

to lead

“Let him remain,” said the minister; ‘he

Rev. John Mugg.

but

his step-father being a Roman Catholic, he
was brought up under Catholic influence.
He received his first religious impressions
at the age of seven. Af the age of 21 his
mind became seriously exercised upon his
obligations to God. Three years after,

obtain God’s favor he would not wish to part
with it. From that time he felt at peace,
and began to exhort his friends to seek
Christ.
Soon after this he was employed in the
town of Benton.
While there, by his faithfulness to Christ his employer was induced

It is hilly, rough he received license

eth after such as have familiar spirits and

The

tremulous

him out of the building.

to preach, and after

the late Dr. Thomas Dick of Scotland well and barren. Ever since, it has been known four years of improvement, a courcil was
says: ‘ A witch, generally an old woman, as ‘‘ Gallows Hill.” It is said a number of
called who ordained him to the work of the
itis believed can transport herself through the executed exhibited a forcible example
ministry. The council was composed of
to-day, but we are trying to do what we can ‘the air at pleasure and torment the absent.” of, the strength of moral principle and vir- Elders Wells and Jerum, and others from
. THE BIBLE ACCOUNT OF IT,
' ¢
tue. They suffered courageously and nobly, Baptist, Congregationalist and Methodist
in this respect. It is squally to-day though
Such characters as are defined above are rather than confess what was untrue.
the wind is fair, and we are moving on at
churches, to the number of 17,
the rate of six or eight knots per hour. , The mentioned in the Scriptures. God forbids |. In the midst of these things and the prosAfter his ordination he labored mostly in
voyage
is beginning to seem long, though consulting them. ** And the soul that turn- pect that the trouble would spread widely, the towns of Poultney and Jerusalem, un-

it is not yet half completed. One needs a
large share of patience while at sea, and
our most sincere proydr to our Heavenly
{| Father is, that this grace may be given

and

officers of the church approached

were committed in the name of law. Those
pronounced guilty were sentenced to death. to give his heartfo God,and the two then beBut by a strange inversion of justice, if gan a prayer meeting which resulted in the
any confessed themselves guilty, they were conversion of about 55 souls. At this time
allowed to go free.. About twenty were Elders Wabie and Sherman came to the
putto death. The place of execution is a place, organized a church and chose Bro.
mile or more from the central part of the Mugg deacon. At the request of the church

« familiar spirits.” In the full belief of it,’ city. We visited that.

religion.

given in low

‘accents, and failed to reach my ear ; but the

ren,be enabled to say of him as did Ruth to
Naomi: thy people shall be my people, Hi
ed
and thy God my God.
Con,

upon the subject, he replied that if he could

fallen in the streets,” and that terrible crimes

if she now enjoyed

answer was

gait attracted general observaloved the house of God, and rejoiced in | uncertain
i on.
the prosperity of Zion. May we, his childThe minister had scarcely commenced

ject of the final perseverance of the saints,

had

strangers
to me, I heard the minister ask a

lady

in the year 1836; and. was pastor of the

and on being asked by the lady’his opinion

that

OG

g

Freewill Baptist church of that place nine

ty of no crime, were brought before magis-

bore themselves nobly, but doubtless felt

AAJ

to Bethel

while listening to an argument between a
Baptist lady and two Methodists on the sub-

trates and charged with bewitching others.
Some accused, were of high social and
moral standing. It is related that some
were calm and dignified in txial, They

—

xan

He was married a second time, Nov.,
1829, to Mary Tasker, of Bartlett; who
died in Bethel, Me., Dec. 1st, 1858, aged

plastered on the outside. The mind was
filled with sadness in going back to ‘the
scenes endcted there. Persons in reality guil-

when adjudged guilty,

funeral,—2

Bearing our own Burdens.

of some, one half of the“population of ticeship as a blacksmith, his mind was

. In France,

until the

Master said: ** It is enough ; come up higher.” * He was a good man,full of faithand
the Holy Spirit.”

hundred

ship this morning, and we wee obliged to woman vanishing out of sight and assumzeal for the Lord,” and what sheavesIam
Spent the ing theshape of a cat. Sometimes the breaththere is no law and no relation but that of gathering.
Remember, ¢ Paul may plant, suspend our usual services.
the inevitable sequence of event and effect, and Apollos water, but God giveth the inday as well as we could in reading our ing was difficult. - Some felt as though they
of antecedent-and consequent, in the phys- crease.” To him you must look for help, Bibles; in secret devotion, ®e. Had an in- were pricked with pins; some would have
ical universe. Volition is ignored by the and to him ascribe the glory of all the pros- teresting season in our Bible class this even- spots onthe flesh ; and some had no feeling
ing. The word of God seems precious, and in portions of their bodies. Somesaw ghosts
theory, and thus an esséntial element in perity you are permitted to enjoy. R.N.
never did the glorious, promises contained or specters,and these resembled certain permoral law is not taken into the account.
sons whom they would then accuse of beinit seem more comforting than now.
So much the worse for the fact, as the
On
the
Way
to
India.
Sept. 20th. © Although yesterday was so witching them,
Frenchman said ‘when his listener reminded
Dr. Cotton Mather, pastor of the old north
By Rev. B. B. SMITH.
fine
and lovely, during the night it bechme
him that his theory was at war with the
.
church
in Boston, (now Hanover St., Univery squdlly, and it has been so vough
facts. The dear girl, I suppose, never
EXTRACTS FROWMY JOURNAL.
tarian,)
from 1685 to 1728, was a firm bethat we, have been confined to the cabin
knew of a case in which a parent or a wife
Suip GEORGE H. WARREN,
most of the day. In the afternoon, the liever in witchcraft, and gives an account of
sufiered because the son and husband would
“August 19, 1868.
$
squalls terminated in a hard gale, which +t in Salem and other places in his book enbe a drankard ; only the drunkard smarts;
Crossed thie equator last evening, abdut lasted for several hours, causing the old titled * Magnalia.” He ascribes the work
only hig finger is in the fire! She never
nine o'clock, and we are now going along ship to pitch and tumble about in a fearful of witchcraft to demons and devils, witches
knew, I suppose, a case in which, by volunfinely. To-day, thoughts of the past have manner.
being much in league with them.
tary inconvenience and suffering, one perbeen rushing into the mind, and a kind
How is all this to. be accounted for? is
It
is
grand
as
well
as
awful
to
be
‘on
the
son moved the mind of another—never beneof sadness comes over us when we re- | sea in the time of storm. It is grand be- the question at this age of the world. We
fited another; —never smarted to help anflect upon the shortness and: swiftness of yond description to look outover the sea, may not answer fully. Probably, however,
other's pain and suffering !
time.
5
sn
when its waves with their snow-like crésts disordered mental action causes most of
I could not see the argument and process
It was just -sixtean years ago, this very are rolling up like vast mountains before the cases. Destroy the mighty and benefiby which she fairly reached the conclusion day, that we bade adieu to our native shores,
cial power of attraction in the universe, and
that Faith is entirely involuntary, just as and to dear loved ones, whe came to Boston you. And it is truly awful te look upon the
surging
billows,
when
yawning
as
if
to
“ Earth unbalanced would from her center fly,
inevitable as the smart from the burnt fin- to see us sail, and embarkéd on board the
Planets and suns run lawless through the sky.”
ger; but I could see that she was consistent ship Rose Standish for India. What event- swallow the vessels up at once, with no
power to stay their violence.
Let reason in the mind be perverted by
with herself in landing in this grossest of ful years these have been!
:
[To be Continued.
ignorance, superstition and fanaticism, and
all the forms of materialism, though she
Sunday, Aug. 23d. This is another fine
one drives into the wildest delusions and
pretendsto set out with Spiritism, one of and beautiful Sabbath, and we have again
‘Witeheraft.
errors. Dr. Mather acknowledges and dewhose characteristics must be volition.
had our religious services in the after cabplores in the Magnalia that many persons,
The latter part of the discourse was edi: in. A large number of the sailors® were
A visit has" just been made tb Salem,
the young especially, had been led away by
fying to me, for she admitted that, . despite present, and séemed interested in the words
Mass., which, in its early history, was the
¢¢ the spirit manifestations,” the mind must
spoken. After the services, we had con- place of the terrible delusion of witchcraft, sorceries ; and that they would practice dedoubt as to their being a sufficient proof of versation with an old gray-headed sailor,
testable conjurations with sieves, keys, peas,
immortality ; that this new evidence, as it whérhad spent twenty-five years in the U. S. and which proved for a time destructive to nails and horse-shoes. He says also that
is called, is insufficient to compel faith; that navy. He has been present at our services social happiness, law, order, justice, and wretched books had stolen into the land
to life itself. Some places, where the scenes
if compelled at all, it must he by a broader every Sabbath, and we feel much interested
wherein fools were instructed to become
took place, were seen and examined with a
view of things. The faithfdl who are weak in his case.
fortune-tellers,
melancholy interest. A few notes of them
in thé faith were exhorted to look for inevitThose imprisoned in Salem were brought
He told me that he prayed, and I tried to will be given, But first, some sketches of
able reasons in the indestructibility of mat- impress on his mind the importance of livto trial. It was 177 years ago: The house
the histpry of witchcraft may be put down.
in which some were tried is still standing.
ter and elsewhere in nature.
So, afterall, ing a devoted Christian life. But O, how
THE MARVELOUS.
In our visit, we found this. It is at «the
‘by the admission of this oracle, the new many temptations are thrown around the
Man is fond of the wonderful and delights corner of Essex and North streets. It is
manifestations have failed in their mission
does not and cannot smart for it; just as if

Hazelton

and

in one century it is said that 15,700 were
put to death “for this alleged offense. In

and our constant prayer is that God will be
with and bless them with every. needed
grace.
i
:
Sunday, Sept 13th. This morning was

Samuel

years, ilege
i
;
y
years, at the present day, yet he was an original
to the accounts thinker, and while serving his appren-

two

endingin 1650, according

were destroyed.

land,

Rev.

assisted

by brothers Bradford and Marks, in the
course of eighteen months a church was
formed of nineteen members. Here our

in its history, but very

heim thirty were burned
ending in 1665.

and by the blessingof God, being

Rev. Samuel Hazelton.

Windham, N. H., August, 1787, and died
in Albany, Maine, December 1st, 1867,
seventeenth centuries.
Those accused were aged eighty-six years, three months and
punished by death. In the village of Lind- | twenty days. He did not have the priv-

somewhat

prevalent

burned.

knock the ideas out of the brain before we
have time to record them on paper.
Sept. 24th.
Saw a Spanish vessel this

because it will render you

In Gal

chapter 5, witcheraftis named as one of
the works of the flesh, and is classed with

who had been active with Cromwell the
Protector,
and was at length judge of the was ordained in Bartlett, N. H., Nov., 1819,
beautifully fine, there being almost a calm ;
but soon atter our religious services were king’s bench under Charles IL., tried and by Elders Daniel Elkins and Joshua Quimby, and continued to reside there and in
over, the wind sprang up, and we. began condemned persons accused of witchcraft.
the adjoining town of Jackson till the
IN
THE
AMERICAN
COLONIES,
to move on again rapidly. It seemed just
year 1836. Daring those years he preachThe first. suspicion of witchcraft in our
as though- He who controls the winds and
ed in those towns, also in Albany, Eaton,
waves, hushed them that we might
quietly country appeared at Springfield, Mass. in
engage in his service. O “how” good the 1645, but twenty-five years gfter the settle- Conway, Lisbon, Bethlehem, and WhiteLord is to all those who love and serve him! ment at Plymouth. Not far from this time field, N. H., St. Albans, and Swanton, Vt.,
Our Bible class, this evening, was particu- one was executed at Charlestown, ohe at and other places, as duty seemed to call;
andwe rejoice to know that in many inlarly interesting.
Dorchester, one” at Cambridge and one at
Sunday, Sept.” 20th. Although off the Boston. Ii 1658, Susanna Trimmings was stances he seemed to be signally blessed
with the presence of his Master, and saw
¢¢ Cape of storms,” we have had another fine tried at Portsmouth, N. H.
Others were
many sinners coming home.
Sabbath, and have attended to our religious tried soon after.
In 1688, a woman was
"One of the most solemn scenes perhaps
services as usual.
The sermbn for the oc- tried and executed in Boston.
in the life of father Hazeltofi”
was at the
casion was founded on Prov. 28: 13. “He
THE CHIEF TROUBLE IN SALEM, MASS.
time of the destruction of the Willey fam-

cred nearness to. God and a firmer trust in
him, should be read or studied with great
care. = Whatever qualifications. you may
or

which we

hope to double in a short time. Our thoughts

minister in holy things, or quicken your
own heart, and bring you into a more sa-

acquire,

is reasonasea. If we
twenty-four

in lower latitude than the Cape,

to explain, jllustrate or enforce divine truth,

or move the hearts of those

and squally

hours as we have for the past we shall be

the

understand the meaning of the Spirit. Do
“evangelical doctrines, and the latter part not use commentaries to find out what you
was aimed at the edification of the'adherents: can better learn from the sacred volume.
of the new faith.
Use them as helps to a right undefstanding
It was the first time I had ever heard one of the word of God. In matters of fact, they
of the Spiritists attempt to pray, which she may be good authority; in opinion, use
did after the choir had sung, and she had your own judgment.
If circumstances do
“read a briefpoem from one of their own not allow you to enjoy the benefit of instrucpapers. The prayer, however, ‘consisted tion at a Theological school, devotea porofonly an invocation, in. flowery speech, tion of every day to regular, systematic,
to the angels—the spirits of the departed. Theological reading, and write on the vaIt may be, however, that she invoked the rious topics discussed. Review your readdivine name in the first part of the prayer, ing occasionally, and lay up facts and argu=
as I could not distinctly hear the first four ments for future use.
Do not read and.
sentences.
To say the least, her manner think on too many subjects at one time, but
was reverent as compared with others of labor to get clear and distinct ideas of what
them whom I have heard. After the invo- you examine. Clear and distinct ideas are
cation she assumed a new attitude, and more easily preserved than crude and inwithout opening her ‘eyes, commenced her distinct ones,and can be used to greater adsermon. She alluded to an old book which vantage.
men had been accustomed to regard as of
But your reading should not be confined
divine authority, whether rightly or not. she to Theology, but History, Biography and
would not then say. That book spoke of devotional works will be useful, and
faith as the substance of things hoped for, should claim a portion of your attention.
the evidence of things not seen,and this was Whatever will increase your knowledge of
her text. She would not find fault with the divine things, or enable you more clearly

present

again, and we cannot but hope that he is

Do net read too much, but read

to explain and defend the doctrines of a with care and thought, so as to make the trying to live a Ch¥istian life.
Sept. 11th. It whs very rough
new sect. Speaking in what they call valuable ideas of others your own. Do not
[receive
any
man
as
a
master;
but
subject
|
—< tranee-eondition;"
with her outward eyes
closed, she professed to give utterance to every man’s opinions to the standard of day ; but this is no more than it
the sentiments with which some departed truth,—the Holy Scriptures. Study these ble to expect in this part of the
spirit inspired her. The first part of the in their original languages, and labor to are as successful for the next
discourse

suffera Witch to live.” Ex. 22: 18.

here he began at onceto preach the word,

ed,—in civilized countries it is trusted forever.
= |
JOSEPH FULLONTON. |

strong, and the waves run high. Have had
our worship as usual. Preached from adultery, murder and driinkenness.
the words of the young man who was born
. PREVALENCEIN EUROPE.
blind, and had received his sight. *“ Wheth- |
The belief in witchcraft was common
er he be a sinner or no, I know not,"&e.

My DEAR SoN:—Yuu have probably already begun to collect a library, which will
from time to time increase as. your needs

Among the Spiritists.
—

Sept. 6th. This has been another pleasant Sabbath, though the wind has been

til his removal to Ohio, Sept., 1828.

His

town of Jerusalem, resultedin many

con-

last sermon, preached in the grove 'in:the

ed, the storm-clouds passed, and the delu- versions. He arrived in York, Sandusky
sions of witcheraft in process of time end- Co.,, Ohio, Sepf. 28, 1823, After his arrival
»
f

disturb

me.

If he

does

you, try

and bear with him. I hope that he ma
hear some word before he leaves which will
rsuade him to seek a new life. The man
is not in his senses; there is some influence
which we dp not perceive which has led him
here. Ibelieve the Lord sent him.”
The man continued to sleep on, but more
quietly. The pealing of the organ and the

singing of the choir at last aroused him.

He

started to his feet and

derment

around.

It was

gazed in bewil-

the eld

hymn,

‘“ Rock of Ages,” which they were Singing.
He sat down and buried his face in
his

hands. -What memories came hronging
upon him who shall say? That he was
af-

fected might be seen by his flowing tears.
He listened to the prayer which followed, a
touching
petition that all might repent and
seek the Saviour, and that each one might
find pardon and peace.
The next Sabbath he was again in church.
This time he was, a punctual

and

attentive

listener. Although still shabbily dressed,
he had paid some regard to his attire. He
continued to attend and to improve in his
appearance. In one of the prayer-meetings

he arose and said he hoped that he had become

a Christian,

Heé had

had

a

pious

mother ; her great desire was that he might
become a Christian,

Sinee

her death he

had become a victim to intemperance. For
years his course had been downward. On
the Sabbath when he first entered the church,
he had heard the singing, and paused to

listen.

A voice seemed

to bid him enter.

He thought it might be the voice of God
speaking to him for the last time. Half
overcome with drink and almost in rags, he

enter®d the.church,

He heard part of the

hymn, * Roek
of Ales,” thie hymn #ung by
his mother upon her death-dead. The
prayer which followed seemed meant for him.
He resolved to leave off his old habit, and

by the grace of God he had kept his resoluon.
He

tian.
‘and

wie
became a sincere and devoted Chris-

Of that church he became a member,

Sibseduelily

a

deacon.

“I do mot

| know,” sai his pastor, ‘“a man more earnest, or more successful in doing good than
he."—Brilish Workman.
_ *

‘
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True goodness is like the glow worm ;
it shines most when no eyes but those of
heaven are upon it,
teil
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If we knew the clouds above us
Heldby
gentle bles
there,
~ Would we
away, all tremblin
In our blind and weak despair?

grass,

TUS

~*

umes of discourses, under the title of
in freely roaming and
gayly playing in the ¢¢ Christian Meditations,” -a work on the
reen pastures and beside ‘the still waters ‘‘Atonement,” an excellent history of ‘The
a the spiritual paradise of its heavenly Fa- First Three Christian Centuries.” The latter work was received with especial honor
er. i:

are whitest,

R

and he will shine out on all Egypt,

ment the To
good.

and

idea of the day.

loudest

demand,

Itis their

an angel for a harbinger star, he will swell

and degrades the other. The poisoned atmosphere of saloofs, narcotics, and surfeit
of stupefying drinks, the heat and excitement of the dance, are no amusement.
They
are mad or silly efforts to break the
ri, 4 of personal identity, and force a new
eonsciousness upon the mind: as if such
were the legitimate machinery of recreation. It produces but a miserable, execrable counterfeit.
Genuine.amusement is relaxation from
the toil of the body, lightening cares from
well-mod-

ulated, self-forgetting - play to the spirit.
Bodily comfort and mental peace are its
It can not be forced:

It is an op-

portunity, a diversion,

allurement,

a kindly stimulus through the harmonies of

nature.

Wisely

understand

amusement,

and

the

Sabbath is a day for amusement.
It is not
a day for the.pleasures of sin, nor for the
emptiness of mere trifles;

but, in its repose,

the body finds recreation
else. In its joy the mind

as in nothing
finds the most

potent stimulus, and in its truth the gentlest,

sweetest diversion.
One can not read of the Lord’s-day observance of the early Chiistians without
feeling that it was to them the highest and
noblest amusement.
It did for them all
that the most expansive and genuine joy
can do for the heart of man.
But it was no
joy in trifies, no joy without a reason. Itwas
Joy in the newly-assured fatherhood of God ;
Joy in a new soul-consciousness that could
neverbe quenched; joy in a pledged immortality. It was joy in being lifted above
all foes ; in feeling that they who were for
thein were

infinitely more

than

they

who

were against them.. So strongly did this
tide flow through their Sabbath, that we
have their synodal decrees forbidding any
~ arrangement of the calendar which should
bring a fast onthe Lord’s Day. All thought
ly excluded.
:
E
Nor was this to make a show of happiness, or selfishly cultivate the substance.
It was the outburst of their hearts. It was
their spontaneous worship.
It was in the
spirit of ¢* whoso offereth praise glorifieth

It was their whele-offering of grati-

tude for
ternal salvation through a triumphant
Redeemer. This would tolerate
no mingled thought of lesser wants or earthly sorrows.

‘Here was amusement, andit was holiness;
here was re-creation,—a new quickening
every seventh day ; for a lofty joy makes a
man over as often as it recurs.
Our Sabbath have not enough of such
amusements.
They have not enough of
joy in them. There is.not enough of tak-

ing God at his word.

They lack the filial

joy of assured sonship and pledged redemption.

They are

too

much

like a series of

fasts ; as if, to make up for our

and want

of humility

on

other

that comes from above.
all that God has wrought;
eyé rests upon

or heart

worldliness
days,

we

Let it extend to
every thing the

its author

the

gdvocating, last summer, the founding

of a theological school at Paris, whose animating spirit he would be.—Zion's Herald.

‘The Unpunctual People.
Here ign short sermon

from

for

know

the

value

of time or

elas

sounds,

muscle,

tor, whom perhaps
should live and

Lh

them,

and

find.

his last réting-place beside their own loved

Pealmody, 15movia Shoop,

and preached to the living’

3

d

o
7 r
,
X
J

do

:

Ba

Ly

the words of eter-

single,

:

who should come after him—that “being
‘dead he might yet speak.”
Churches of Christ, covet the privilege
of burying your pastor. Do all you can to
secure that privilege. If you are really in

And

if you don’t want to b
him you'll succeed.
It is easy to shift that service to

,

Soe,

ea!

all

Dr. D. Rice,

says:

ve it.”—

“Everybody should

For illustrated circular, containing
ommendations, &c.
Address
Wim.

H.

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett, M
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remedy for that disease. When I commenced using
it, I was partially
deaf and had lost allgense of smell.
d my sense
I can now hear as well as ever I could tl
of smell is completely restored to me. I consider it
the Jost Temedy nd word for the. Cutarzh,
and as
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ones. They would that the memory of his
long & useful life, during which he had married their sons and daughters, ministered to
their sick and dying, by ied their dead,

Pressense,

find

it everywhere

associated

with them;

and so we can say that it only, of all the
religions of mankind, has been’'capable of

CO., Proprietors.

&

% Tested See at their office, 117 Hanover St., Boston.

SYRUP,

accompanying

man

evil to good,

from

in his

good

progress

from

better.—dA¢-

to

Methods

of. Pew-renting.

tev. T. L. Cuyler questions

the

wisdom

of selling pews at auction to those who will
pay the highest premium, as in Mr. Beechet’s church :
annual

the appointed minute,

The singing

and

the

20

This work is offered for sale, cash
livery, without the

privilege

of

on

de-

returning,

at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,

lantic Monthly.

The

are prayers abe thoroughly devotional, and
bli

>

F. Baptist Register for 1869.

pew-letting

in

Plymouth

Let us not be weary in well-doing,

000
SOLD.—The Magnetic Pocket TIME9
KEEPER and COMPASS, in a handsome case, with glass erystal, white enameled dial,
steel and metal works, ordinary watch size, sound
and serviceable.
Warranted to denote correct time
and keep in order two years.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Sent post-paid for 81, or 3 for $2. Agents wanted.—
Circulars'free,
WALTER
HOLT & Co,, 102 Nassau
Street, New York City.
26£33

or $7,00 per hundred.

Persons wishing it sent by mail, will
remit the amount of postage in addition to the price. The postage
on a
single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—
twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.

This Register has a blank page for memoranda

for each month;

also a fine

cut

of

the Star Office Building on the cover.
Orders are solicited from all parts of the
country.

|

This

semi-monthly,

published

§

by

the

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

enlarged and much improved about the
first of April. It is printed on paper of a
very superior quality, ‘and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of any other paper of its class, ' All communications ‘in-

tended for publication should be addressed

to Riv. J. M. Bary, EDITOR, Saco, Me.
All orders and remittances’ for the paper
should be'sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
TerMs.—Single

copy,

80 dents

a year.

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents

each,—payable

in

all

cases

in

ad-

vance,
:
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrile,

under

the

new

law,

is

24

cents a year; and no more

on 8 copies,

or any number between one

and

8, when

gent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office

livery. The

volume
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of de-
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Junsa GARDEN AND FLOWER
SEEDS,
pregail by mail,
For 10 ¢ 8. per oz.,
the best
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Beef,
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Parsnip, Radish,
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Spinach and Tareips

best
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ion and Peppers.
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gratis.
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Agents wanted.

AGENTS! . AGENTS!
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per

Cucumb:

Potato 76 c's. per

ibs. Seeds on Commis<ion.
WATSON, Plymouh, Mass.

$3

for 5

B. M.
4ws

AGENTS!

p«rt of New England,to sell “Rec
BUSY LIFE ” by

Horace Greeley.

are being greatly favored by

rells at gight to

Owners

of

Horses,

Farmers, &c. price $2,25. Exclusive territory g.ven.
For circular and terms, address
©
H. A, BROWN & CO.,
48
3 School Street, Boston, Bole Agents.
STEEVED

FRIEND.—We

have a positive

cure

for Consumption and all disorders of the Lungs

and Throat, it cured the inventor and hundreds of aequaintances; we will give $1,000 for a case it will not

relieve, and

will send a sumple free to any

who will address us, SAYRE, & CO.,
way and-Huton streets, New York.

CATALOGUES

sufferer

AND

FLOWER

GUIDE

and he warrants

GARDEN

Published

FOR

in January.

wishing this new

work,

THE

VEGETABLE
1869,

Every

lover of flowers

freeot charge, should address

immediately M. KEEFE, SON & CO, Ellwanger &
Barry’s Block, ROCHESTER, N.Y,

WAS

oh

LOAN

OF

1316

$2000

FOR

WILTOY

96

inet Organs.
(Terms as low asthe Firm allows.) Al80, for all kinds of Pianos;
especially Chickering &
Son’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,
For circulars address
Rev. L. L. HARMON,

dag

bi

ma’ for self

0.B BAKER, Supt.

©
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;

N, H.

L. L. Harmon’s NEW METHOD of supplyldg Musical
Instruments in any part of the United States, makes

Jrrchiasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages our
rethren may obtain Instruments of the best quality,
at the very lowest

Bro.

figures.

Harmon's

long experiencd

and

familiar ac-

quaintance with all the First Class Firms,enables him

to give valuable information to all enquirers.
Rey. 5. Enowlion, Sor yontvilles Me.
3.0.

Libby,

Cor.

Sec: ¥. M. Boo.,

Dover,

‘¢ L.B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vt. *
plover,
J. Burnham;Davis, Charlestown, Mass,
‘James Av Howe, Oloneyville, R. I.
‘“

L. Dewey, East Troy,

Pa.

BATCHELOR’S

HAIR

N

N, H,

Amd

DYE.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in.
stantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridicnlous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black ‘or brown,
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly

applied at Batchelor's Wig Factory,
street, New York.

No.

16 Bond
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tinually before the

people. Napoleon is

apicuous person othe or
fascinating writerin America.

It
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Bu bes, Row. York, pean
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Address B, B. ROBSELL,
2

oomHE SPRING TRRM of Wilton Semm
and L.cidentals,
mences March 10. Tuition

.

Portsmouth,

We, the undersigned,are prepared to say that Rev.

no omaet on.

8+ MINARY.

[3 00; B Boarding, $2,76 and $3,00.

Ipstruinent thas he sells; for

FIVE

YEARS on firet mortgage on lotand two story
and basement house in Chicago. The houre rents for
$n a year, and.h: property is worth not less than
5000. Principal and interest payable in exchange,
and interest semi-annually.
GRAHAM & PERRY,

Roowi8, Major Block, Chicago, M1,

every

five years.
.
Send to MR. JIARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cab.

FREE!

TO

AND

Li, Li. TARMON'S

is compelied to deal in none but the best Instruments,

corner Broad816

M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO'S
CATALOGUE OF SEEDS,

Rev.

new method of sending Melodeons, Organs and Pianos, from any firm desired, to ang part of the United
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the least
risk in any way.
k
i
Twenty per cent. is saved by-purchasing of Mr,
HARMON.
Ife gives valuable information in respeet to keeping ir
ments in good june,
No man rents hi
ments 80 reasonably as Mr
HARMON.
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in,
exchange for New.
He does this:
I. By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $150 per
week to keep up a Music Store,
11. By sending Instruments directly from the wanufacturer to the purchaser.
PLEDGE.
If any Instrument fails to give satisfaction after a few weeks’ use,
MR, HARMON will refund the money and take the Instrument: hence he

A splendid volume of 624
pages, finely Rlustrated;
the most popular book of the day, sells at 3,60 and
up.
Algo, “HIRAM WOODRUFF'S TROTTING HOR'E

*
l

For 16 and 26 cts

Cabbage, Celery, Chicory,

Me on, Sa!sify. Squash and Tomato.

OF AMERICA”

The Myrtle.

wd
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they called in his Joa,

die among

——

do

the morality

_Of Pressensé, we know both little and church (yielding about $52,000), has called
much: That he is the son of a noble French forth the annual discussion as to the merits
family, is Protestant and evangelical in his and demerits of their system of renting their
convictions, and was a pupil of Neander, pews. Their plan is to turn out all the pewis all we know of his origin and early-life. holders every January, and then re:let the
But this i8 much. French, and of a noble geats to the ‘‘highést bidder.” The man
who bids highest is commonly the man who
family, he could hardly have lacked eaxl
social and scholastic advantages; Protest
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Certain it is that he was speedily overborne

« The Inauguration. .
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vindictive
stabs-instead-|
we deem unscriptural and_mischievons.
‘clear and the landscape was bright again. of American colleges and New England
polity that is sought tc be upheld by quoting of earnest protests; his reminiscences grew one which will in time accomplish imporremittances of money, &o., should be addressed to
The sympathizing crowds accepted the ex- colleges in particular. In view of his posiapostolic names in its support: There are bitter; his fancies appeared unhealthy; his tant results. Referringto the: future, the
the Agent.
perience as a cheering omen, and the peo- tion and the attention which he has’ given
| sects whose apparent tendencies are not to- mental creations lacked the old symmetry Report suggests whether it would not be
ple at large are calmly hopeful over the to the subject, his remarks are worthy of
ward Christ, and whose teaching seems to and the golden glow; and when the hun- better for us to seek some new field of
Fairness in Controversy.
future prospect.
:
serious consideration. He is reported to
us calculated to ‘put barriers between hu- ger for applause was sent back unfed from operations, in Turkey, Africa or China,
Gen,
Grant's
address
speaks
for
itself.
have said that the New England colleges reman
feet
and
the
fountain
of
life,rather
than
the
spheres
where
it
used
to
be
satiated,
'
it
maintaining
at
the
same
time
the
mission
"There is an old maxim which reads,—
Those who looked for-an imposing state main much the same as fifteen years ago,
:
:
“All is fair" politics.” The statement is a remove them. We shall frankly oppose turned and gnawed his own heart till his in India.
paper, or were waiting to be regaled with two small institutions only having been
lie; and one of the worst features of the lie what appears to us anti-evangelical, and very life was consumed ; and then there was |. The Home Mission Report is, as here- choice rhetoric, may feel disappointed over
erected during those years. Inthe present
is that it sprang from a vicious method of .confront those who are aceounted mislead- nothing left for him but despondency, re- tofore, lengthy, and contains the usual de- the brief, plain, simple statements in which
year the number of under graduates was
life in the sphere of civil conduct, and is {ing teachers and unsafe guides of the men pining and death. , He had a terrible ambi- tailed account of the operations of the So- he sets forth his views and announces his
that
need
light
and
would
find
God.
We
may
tion, and his religious faith seems not to ciety, which are now assuming extensive purposes. There is nothing of the haze 2,600—a small number compared with the
intended to justify or apologize for the vice.
not
always
keep
wholly
clear
of
bad
tendenhave
either soothed it into meekness or sent proportions. If the receipts of the Parent and mystery, of statesmanship about him. large number of students for professional
Unfairness is not fair- anywhere. ' Meanness
cies
which
are
so
strong,
nor
remain
wholit up to be satisfied with the ‘well done” of Society have not been so large as could He eschews all needless official etiquette. life. There was a change going on. in our
cannot be made noble by any transmutation
ly
innocent
of
the
unfairness
in
controverthe great Master and the sacred fellowship have been .desired, it. is perhaps safe to He is the very embodiment of straight- colleges and institutions of learning which
or legerdemain. Giving a pleasant name
sy
against
which
we
protest.
yBut
we
have
of God.
assume that as much or more money has forwardnesand homely common sense. He caused considerable anxiety to right-mindto any unsightly thing does not make it
s
a
thorough
hatred”
of
the
instr
and
He dies in the eye of nations; and he been raised for all branches of the work as keeps clear of all sounding phrases, and ed people, and that was that they were bebeautiful ; and a truth can never bé in such
coming more secularized than formerly.
ddgmatic
and
unmanly
style
bf
argument,
leaves us the lesson of his life to teach us during any previous year. Feeble churches talks in the terse, manly dialect of ordinary
a strait, nor an interest in such need of asIt was a subject for earnest and speeial
and mean always to deal, even with error- both the greatness-and the littleness of man. have "been assisted from Maine to Wissistance, as to require falsehood and treachlife. There is not af* ambiguous sentence
prayer that these places mightbe kept for,
ery in order to escape the peril. When a ists, ina way that will not repudiate honor, ‘The first may well fill us with aspiration consin, churches and schools have been in this whole document, and his views are religion
to a large extent, and that they
founded
and
sustained
among
the
Freednor
abuse
charity,
nor
set
integrity
at
and hope; the second may properly nurcause cannot be maintained except by an
just those which his supporters expected to might in the future exert the same religious
We would be ashamed to claim a tnro humility, and DIA ‘us prize the work of men of the South, houses of worship
unmanly policy, there is nothing for men of naught.
His tone, when he influence that they hadin the past.
victory when the story of the conflict could Hiv who comes to lift us out of our weak- have been erected and the cause generally hear from his lips.
character to do but to let is take its chances ;
speaks of paying the national debt, is most
not be read along with the golden rule,in a ness and low estate into strength ‘and one- strengthened.
The year covered by the refresh
and when an end can be reached only by
ing ; his endorsement of the proposed ~——TEMPERANCE IN MASSACHUSETTS. The
reports is unprecedented for the special
ness with himself,
:
A
:
traveling over the road of dishonor, the cool hour and without a blush.
tion, laid down,

once

——NEw ENGLAND COLLEGES. -The recent

oo

AREA

nc

who
flew at us whenever there was a
chance for a blow, nor the fierce and head-

back should at once
Thorough

be turned

fairness

upon

mission

the

Alphonse

in controversy is a

somewhat rare virtue ; and this statement is

de Lamartine,
sei

——

Reports by the Atlantic

cable

announce

to that which springs up over topicsthat are
properly classed as secular. Itis not easy

litterateur, poet and orator. He was nearly eighty years old, and the powers of both
to go into discussion and stay and work mind and body had been losing their elasthere with the simple aim to get at the truth. ticity and vigor for some years. Since the
The ‘end is already seen ;.the aim is to famous Coup d’Etat of Louis Napoleon, he
reach.it. The conclusion is stated at the had mostly eschewed politics, retired to
outset ; discussion is apt to be a search for private life, and aimed to repair his pecuni-

premises that will justify or make it appear

logically necessary. Believing it essential
to hold a position because it seems a vital
point, there is likely to be an earnest casting about for the material out of which

breast-works may be constructed, and whatever will aid in forming an abattis
to be laid hold upon at once, and
freely.
;
And especially is this truein
controversy.
“¥or men
feel,

is likely
used very
religious
naturally

enough, that religious interests are more
important and sacred than any others. Tt is
the soul that is at stake there.

ary

fortunes by

using

his

pen.

Govern-

ment had granted him a pension. He wrote
with great ease and rapidity, and was paid
a high price for his productions; but he had
been so accustomed to extravagance in his
style of living that he called himself poor,
and seemed to take a sort of pleasure in
parading his deprivations and necessities.
He ran into debt with a readiness that was
little less than reckless, and seemed to feel
that his countrymen, and the literary world
generally, should ‘charge themselves with
his support,

and count it an honor fo be al-

The truth is lowed to pay his numerous and ever acerror is cumulating debts, without stopping to ask
deemed the terrible foe of the spirit. He for what they were contracted
or how soon
who really believes that God's thought and other notes might fall due. His last days
Christ's teachings are embodied in his own were not serene or happy; his
popularity
confession of faith, and that the written bad been waning for
years; losing the old
creed of his neighbor substitutes for these veneration,
men were beginning to give him
a travesty upon the gospel suggested by Beel- pity and then let him drop out irom the
zebub, is apt to use strong and extravagant memory ; and, instead of the profound re-

believed to have

salvation

words, both when trying to

in it;

exalt

his

own

dogmas and to show up the folly and mice
chief of his neighbors. He may be naturally kind-hearted ; but thisis not thought of
as a ephere where one is to put on bowels of
mercy. He is to root out perilous heresy;
and this calls for radical policy and stern
work. He must strip off the garment that!
makes

error

look

attractive and

become

dangerous; and 80 the service is undertaken-in a resolute way.

To put down the false-

hood is the one thing to be done; and that
method is likelyto be chosen which prom-

ises the shortest and surest way to the result. When argument suffices, argument
is used ; when satire promises

to

be .more

effective, satire is summoned into service.
To-day it is a protest; to-morrow it isa
gesture of horror. ‘When a point cannot be
carried by reason, it may be set upon by
aroused prejudices. We put our exposition
of an opponent's case in the place of his own
statementof it, and while the man of straw

is pelted into fragments, the real antagonist
may remain untouched, and even only half
aware that he has been assailed, when we

are exulting over his annihilation.
We do not ask that men hold their
ious convictions lightly,
or utter
doubtfully, or defend them with only
heart. - A man, of positive religious
ions is the only man whe is likely to

religthem
half a
opinexhib-

it a solid religious character or live a truly

ods of conducting religious meetings in

ure

times of revival,—presenting nothing spec-

of the

attempt

to

remove

the

Branches bear the fruit.

urged against its inspiration and trustwor-

ing nation.

The Revolution of 1848 bronght

| contemptible for notice. =

conclusions

saints.

arrived

at by

that body,

but

| | wisely
40 00 theJiepower
n practical
he had

statesman

to use

nobly won, and

| there were fundamental difficulties in the
way of his success lying outside of-himself.

He calls for fruit, it is the

last. It appears that there is no majority
report. Seven members of the committee

recommend a return to the old prohibitory
law without abating a comma. Five recommend the old law
the cider and malt
recommend the old
fications, relieving

domestic purposes.
The rest desire no
change. Much warm discussion will doubtless ensue, and it is probable that either the
old Jaw, swept away by the reaction of last
year, will be fully reénacted, or with
slight modifications. A state Probibitory
Convention will meet in Boston on the
18th,

the
The
bear
life.
his

lost.

—

gospel. Such gatherings should by no
means stand as a-substitute for regular the-

ological study when

We respect Gen. Grant too much to put a

notice of Mr. Johnson's last manifesto into
this is practicable. the same article that deals with his Inaugu-

But it will do something that is both important and valuable. And those who have
done most in the way of regular study will
generally take most interest in such an Institute as we are commending, and reap
from it a larger profit than others who have
never given themselves to earnest thought.
We are glad to witness the indications of
interest in this direction among many of
our ministers, and hope to see it growing
wider, deeper, wiser and more practical.
Such an institute will not grow up of itself, nor be efficient without painstaking
and hard work. The best minds that can
be enlisted are none too good for this sphere,
and whoever has a part assigned him should
be content with nothing short of his strongest thought and his most conscientious preparation.
-

been

Oe

ral.

wrote,

a week

since,

of the end

complaints that have been so often rehearsed during the last three years, in a tone and

Article XV.:

works which I do,

do, and greater works shall yedo,

shall

°

office

Hé should

work

through

churches,

that he may do more,

not less; not shirk,

right

of the

citizens

:

as

of the

right to hold

well as to voté, for

which the

that the Courts will so decide.

Several

states have already ratified the Amendment, and it is believed that the requisite
three-fourths will do so in due time.

Spirit of the

|

Press.

Boe

REVIVAL

METHODS.

The Advance has an article on this subject

which contains features of interest, especially at this season of revival effort. It ad-

in sin. Through your efforts they will be
saved if saved at all. Such is the responsi-

to increase personal power by combination,

The

a part of ssa

be

to vote implies the right to hold office; and

saved, if you do not win them, they remain

souls.

shall

of the

ratified by_threeé-

Senate long contended, has been left out
in terms, though it is claimed-that the right

If sinners

Each is expected to do his own duty. He
cannot shift his responsibility to the church,

it

The declaration

because

bear its own fruit. The church is not a
branch, but the individual Christian
is.

the Legislatures

legislation.

ye

Every branch must

to

“Section 2. The Congress shall have pow-

are saved, Christians must win them. They
speak for Jesus, live for Jesus, shape the
opinions of men concerning Jesus.
* Ye
are the light of the world,” *‘ the salt of the
earth.” ¢¢ Whosesoever sins ye remit, they
are remitted unto them, and whosesoever
sins ye retain, they are retained unto them.”
If you bring them to Jesus they will be

bility of Christians.
And this is personal.

passed

er to enforce
this article by appropriate

He has put the treasure in earthen vessels,
offer it to the lost.

finally

condition of servitude.

I go to my Father.” We represent Christ
on earth, while he represents us in heaven.
and we must

to

of

ed or abridged by the United States, or any
States, on account of race, color or previous

men. By them the gospel is preached.
Through them he reaches the hearts of
‘The

be

sentiment

of the United States to vote shall not be deni-

its season.
“Christ depends on the branches to save

and say ‘‘ they,” * the church,” should save

since the impeachment trial ended. It is a
string of extravagant and unsupported
charges against Congress; it contains a
series of boasts over his own rare patriotism and forbe arance and virtue in not using the army at the end of the war to make
himself dictator and enter upon a wild
scheme of foreign conquest; it adopts the
style and language of the Declaration of
Independence in order to arrest attention
and hide his own insignificance and passion ; and it insults both the intelligence and
honor of the great mass of the American

fourths thereof,

Constitution.

a sign of ruin.

It

been accumulating

be submitted

several States, and when

leaves.” The sons of God are like trees by
the waters, which bring forth their fruit in

men.

will

Be it resolved, &c., two-thirds of both
Houses concurring, that the following amendment to the Constitution of the United States

Christ owns no one who bears *“ nothing but

It

all the hile that has

'|

vocates the employment of no one method
solely, but a variety of methods, as the circumstances may require, suchas change in
the manner of preaching securing the help
of evangelists, and the like. Speaking of
the benefits of-such a course it says:
Such a variation also aids to dispel the
idea that complying with any one method is
a condition of salvation which must be accepted by the repenting sinner. No intelligent minister means to convey such an im-

pression, as certainly he would have no war-

hide and live at ease. ‘* Wo unto those who
are at ease in Zion.” They disgrace the
church, and rebel against the Master. There
are prayer meetings to attend, worship to

rant for so doing ; but yet his invariable and

maintain, money to be

you to add to the Bible terms of salvation,
and to say, not only that I must repent and
believe, but also that I must manifest my
purpose or act in just this way, by rising
for prayer,or coming forward to a particular
seat, or going into such a room, or romain-

paid,

children

and

youth to be taught, sinners to be converted.
The minister must preach Christ. The
people must preach him also. Sinners ex-

pect the preacher to hold up Jesus at all
times.

‘That

is .his

profession,

business.

They believe that he can live and teach
religion. But they doubt the ability ot
business men to do so. The members must
prove that they can. They are ‘* helps.”

importunate use of a certain method may
convey that idea to the hearer with evil results,

The gelf-excusing sinneris rendered

antagonistic and fufnished with a stumblin
block : he inwardly asks, ‘* Who authorize

ing at the close of the meeting?”

At the

same time the sensitive, nervous and despondingly anxious souls, failing to muster
courage at the moment to comply with the

public test, is discouraged beyond actual

Let them talk of Christ while working, trad-

reason, and tempted to turn from the means
of grace. Christians also, who undera sim-

life, tnd sinners

business

refusal of such persons, sometimes err, either by subsequent harshness, or by loss of

The pulpit will increase in power

method avoids this appearance of a human
addition to the terms of salvation ; espeeial-

ing, intermingling religion in all secular
a message

men.
verted.

from

will believe.

the laity,

They

from

want

Thus they can be convinced and con-

ilar impression witness the hesitation and
hope and faith in their behalf.

A variety of

prize-ring he does indéed ¢¢ die game;” when the pews repeat the message to those ly if the minister explains
that these instrubut he has divested hi exit from public life without, and fruit will be gathered. Let mentalities are not set forth as infallible
of every feature that might have left him a all “ abound in the work of the Lord, -in- tests but simply as helps, the use of whith
aided thousands in speedily reaching a
little pity, or allowed him to go into obscu- asmuch as ye know that your labor is not has
conscious decision for Christ, while others
rity without gensure. He has had an am- in vaih.in the Lord."—a. m. .
have found help in other ways. The spiritbition for ‘notoriety somewhat like that of
ual birth is worth/more than any particular
the man who burnt the, templa of Diana to |
WiiresTowN SEMINARY. A Catalogue ecslesiastiosl physician's system of obstetrics,
insure the transmission of his name to pos- of this Institution for the year 1869,
makes
The great thing is a spirit of prayer and
terity ; but he is certainly purchasing for the usual good appearance and cortains the
labor on the Dar the nd Pe that the
himself a species of notoriety in view of names of a full corps of teachers and of 522 minister
may preach to advantage, in a fawhich any considerate man might well pray students,—3815 Gentlemen and 209
Ladies. vorable atmosphere. Then a clear presenfor oblivion. He had just one more chance The school is manifestly in a flourishi
ng tation of gospel truth, with a faithful, solemn and kind application of itto the hearto push himself--into the public view, condition,
be
well sustained in the movg-'
ers, urging an immediat

in one’s shame such as has seldom appeared,

*ANNUAL REPORTSof the Freewill Baptist
Benevolent Societies, together with the Minutes
General. Conference.

Dover:

Baptist Printing Establishment.

and

Freewill

is not

likely to be often’ repeated.

Thank God that the end

Jo

3

barrenness

which

both Houses of Congress:

is the

islike the postscript to a lady’s letter.

mentby contributions from the churches, snort his defiance without peril, andi give
though the receipts of the treasurer have his passions a free rein; and he could not
let itskip. ‘Itds-an example of glorying
of the

seal of hope,

of

ment of the Constitution

proves his religion
Fruit

aim

——Tue AMENDMENT. The following is
the form in which the proposed Amend-

Father's

language that can hardly be described.

proves that the administration was like
John’s symbolic beasts, having the chief
sting in its tail. It shows the concentrated
strength of deliberating passion.
It presents the worst side of the worst traits of a
bad man.
Itis the sudden discharge of

-

O——

We

of the outgoing administration. We supposed the end had been virtually reached.
But itis always impossible to tell what a
vexed egolist and a vindictive and conscienceless politician may do. And inthe
| ¢« Address to the People of the United
| States,” which came out+ from the White
House along with the retiring President,
we have a repetition of the story and the

His uselessness

vain,
a pretense, a delusion.

one

strengthen the temperance
the Legislature.

a dead branch, ard is cut off and burned.
A fruitless Christian savéd! No; he is

part skillfully done.
An error, however,
occwy's in these Minutes to which attention

with the exception of
liquor clauses. Three
law with farther modifrom its’ liabilities li-.

‘censed inn-holders and grocers selling for

no reportof the discussions. The arrange- pleasure that they bring forth much fruit.
ment of the matter is made with a view ‘By discipline, blessings, trials, culture,
rJesus calls for fruit, more fruit, more
or require anything beyond a rational and to the greatest convenience and conden|
critical exegesis.—Dr. Goadby lectured on sation, -and the compilation is for the most and more fruit. An idle’ Christian! He is
the Person of Christ, passing under review
the theories of Renan and others, and set-

A hearing has been

had before the Committee appointed to
take the subject under consideration, and
that Committee reported on Wednesday

thiness; and then showed that there was
really nothing in these to shake one’s faith

it has

He was perhaps too much
of a theorist

which it deserves.

are the

Among the merits of the Report is its
brevity.
;
’
In the Minutes of the late General Conference we have a full epitome of the

and whose shining. in the schools, mighty in the work of the

promised to be steady and pure. Aristocratic by taste and tendency, Re never forgot the rights and interests of the people,
and struggled to actualize his ideal of justice and liberty in the civil state.
His poems, his books of travel, his Listorical mon‘ographs, all stand out among the most brilliant, productions of their class. His election as a member of the French Academy
was only a deserved tribute to his attainments and scholarship. His experience in
the Chamber of Deputies indicated his acquaintance - with political history, illustrated his adaptation to magnetize and lead
men, brought out a stirring and swelling
oratory that always hushed and held the assembly captive whenever he ascended the

‘Ye

branches.” The vine supplies the sap,
life and nurture, but bears no fruit.
branch lives upon the vine; and will
fruit if it abides in it, and receives its
To this mission Jesus has appointed

ting forth the evidences going to show the isinvited. The first three resolutions in the
death would have awakened twenty years union of the human and divine natures in report of the joint Committee on Home
ago, there will be more or less a feeling of the Lord Jesus.—The exercises were main- and Foreign Missions are represented as
relief that the dramatic life which had been tained in their interest to the end, and the: having been passed; whereas the fact is
kept so long on the stage as to become members and other attendants appear to they were reported by the “committee,
wearisome and almost stale by repetition, have been greatly quickened in mind and but failed to receive the sanction of the
Conference. They should not have been
has at last ended,and so left the boards free heart by the discussions.
inserted
in these Minutes. The mistake
Sach
meeting
s; held annually or oftener,
for a new play-and the heart free for a new
can hardly fail to be of great service to all was made in preparing them for the press,
sensation.
:
Lamartine was certainly a marked man. earnest occupants of the pulpit, and espec- and was not discovered until it was too
>
He was full of true genius. He brimmed ially fo younger ministers. Something like late to rectify it.
this
As
a
whole
these
Reports
and
Minutes
was
frequen
t
in
the
earlier
days
of
our
over with vivacious thought and was all alive
with poetic sensibility. He used his pen with own denomination, and those meetings for make a good appearance, and are well
askill that was something wonderful as well the study of the Scriptures and the discus- calculated to meet the end for which they
as ddmirable. He flamed out as a star of sion of vital questions in theology and hom- were degigned. Sr,
iletics, did not a little to make many of the
eminent magnitude and brilliancy, whose
Andrew Johnson’s Postscript.
presence in the firmament of letters could fathers, who had shared few advantages

not well be ignored,

temperance question inthe Massachusetts
Legislature is now receiving
the attention

Fruit Bearers.

Theo-

and several other Institutions of learning.

aim must be to lead the awakened ones
really to Christ, and not simply to prompt
them to some outward steps.—Dr. Hovey,
at a later session, discussed the anachronisms in the Scriptures which are sometimes

‘And if we have been convinced of errors

Vd

suffrage amendment is thoroughly heatty;

Shen-

logical School to Haverhill, and closes with
brief reports from our Theolgical School

ially new or striking, but urging that the

——

plotters “who

the

Oe

Eg
and does not imply a narrow bigotry, a him forward and made him at once the foreOur Denominational Work. *
partisan exclusiveness, ora bitter and un- most man of France if not of Europe. By
charitable warfare. Even a heretic is enti- his" moderation, his courage and his promptThe appearance of the Annual Reports of
tled to manly treatment. If he holdsa ness, he partly won and partly mastered the
mischievous error honestly, he is not likely | excited people who were almost ripe for a our Benevolent Societies and the Minutes
to be cured of it by misrepresentation and repetition of the tragedy of 1789, saved the of the late General Conference has already
spite. God says to wayward and. prejudic- sudden uprising from grievous excesses, been announced. As usual, the reports are
replete with information and serve as a
ed and sinful men; “Come, and let us rea- and rendered it sublime with a regulated
There have been few greater valuable compendium of our denominason together.”
He says this to us, who enthusiasm.
have had not a little of both the. warped triumphs of personal power and magnetic tiopal work for the year covered by them.
brain and the resisting heart. What right speechin all human history, than were wit- Although nearly all the facts which they
have we to treat a fellow man,— who may nessed about the Hotel de Ville in Paris, contain have been already given to the
have struggled hours to find God and truth when, for sixty consecutive hours, Lamar- public in one form or another, yet we
and duty where we have--only struggled tine confronted. the excited and violent haye them here condensed and arranged
moments,~—with impatience and unchari- populace that had just chased Louis Phil- for preservation. And itis to be presumed
tableness, as though to be courteous were to lippe out of the empire, braved their threats, that .no .one interested in the subjects
be suspected of complicity? .If we are to resisted their demands, “soothed their fury treated will fail to secure a copy himself,
win any new adherents to. our views, we when all his associates felt that their lives and giveit such a circulation as is edtomiatare much more likely to do it by showing were hanging by an untwisting thread, and ed to secure an increased interést in
i
that they are underlain by a calm logic, a at last, by his calm persistence and won- our operations,
Our aim at present is only to call atten‘nice sense of honor and a sympathizing derful wortls, changed the whole current of
their: feeling, and brought out their pledge tion to_some of the more important feaheart.
We ourselves
are not infallible. The of enthusiastic deyotion to himself and. his tures of thése Reports, but it is possible that
wisest ofus still cling to errors, or see only plans against which they were just now Wwe may make some extracts from them
a part of the truth. Where we arg most breathing out only threatenings and slaugh- at some future time. -For our Foreign)
positive we may yet be found widoly Ustray. ter. It was a victory of mind such as few Mission work, the year covered by the
men have gained, and one that sets the L Report before us has been a prosperous
question of his real greatness at rest forever, one. The Foreign Mission Society having
and makes a sneer at eloquence appear too seen fit to enlarge its sphere of operations,

ments,
por the

in

gret among the French people which his

effective veligious life, "A definite faith,
that roois itself deep in the convictions, is
the only faith that has wrought out such Tribune, and showed that a man may be a
sublime results as are portrayed in that civil legislator and yet aim perpetually at
grandest, of eulogies, found in the eleventh the enthronement of Chtistian ideas and
chapter of the epistleto the Hebrews. But principlés in the statutes of a greatand leadlove for the truth need not, and should hot,

performed

big word in behalf of the Indian shows him
| andoah valley; and_it will be doubtless just, humane and progressive; and his deThe Ministers’ Institute.
known
hereafter as the period when mand for economy and integrity is resolute
It and unequivocal. We have the fresh promOur correspondent, * D. 8. F.,” who last operations there took definie shape.
is
to
be
regretted
that
Rev.
A.
H.
Morrell
is ise of an honest and patriotic administraweek furnished us a pleasant account of
the C. Baptist Ministers’ Institute in Vt., unable to prosecute the work so auspicious- tion in this address, and we have a strong
left the last sheets of his report lying at ly began under his direction. The work faith that the promise is to be kept. We
home on’his study table,—a fact which ex- prosecuted by the Western Home Mission | trust that the prayer which he solicits may
plains the somewhat abrupt way in which Committee has been well sustained, though be freely and fervently lifted in his behalf,
his “account closed. The: missing pages perhaps there has been no advancement and that the answer may come back in gifts
Not the least among of wisdom and grace.
have since reached this office, but we will upon former years.
)
not publish their contents in detail now. the' things which deserve attention .is the
The secret which was kept so secure,
The unreported exercises were similar to fact that a correspondence has been opened even to the last, @ mes out at length in the
those already described. Prof. Hovey seems with Southern Baptists holding sentiments announcement of the Cabinet. We do not
to have taken the ground occupied by the similar to our own.
join in the expression of any. final opinadvocates of a plenary and verbal inspira- .* The Report of the Education Society ‘ions respecting the fitness of the selection of the Scriptures. The objections to opens with a well elaborated and well tions to-day.
this view were acknowledged, stated and written essay on Theological
education,
replied to.—Dr. Hodge discussed the meth- mentions. the fact and grounds of the fail3
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weakness instead of promoting strength. §
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We enjoyed a very precious meeting,
Next session with the Salem church, commencing June
11th, at 1 o’clock, P. M:
E. 8. Bumpus, Clerk.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
Revivals.

In Pittsford, Vt., agracious revival work has
transpired.
Twenty have been added to the
church.——Rev. E. P. Hatmond has been labor-

He is a more

On a single

occasion 150 have risen for prayers; but the most
remarkable feature isthe work in the House of
Refuge, where it is believed that 70 are converts,
and prayer meetings are held in their play-hours
by the boys committed there,——At Woodbury,
N.Y., about seventy have professed conversion,

many of whom are heads of families., In several
instances entire families have been savingly cone
verted. Nearly all have united with the church,
At
Clifton, Ashkum, and Tonica, Ill., the;
Congregationalists report interesting revivals,
The meeting at the two former places have been
led by students in the Chicago Seminary ;. in the
latter there are 60 or 70 converts,.——Rev, O.
at ScotchParker, the Evangelist, has Tabored
town, N. Y., where 95 have been added to the
church; at Washingtonville, where there are 80,
and at Otisville, where there are 40 converts and

sinceat Hamptonburgh.
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thinkers” somewhat, and the narrator of the incident consoles himself with the reflection that
it is impossible Garibaldi can have invoked the
Almighty ‘Vin the same sense as the Pope or
Antonelli.”
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| immediate steps to organize Protestantism more
efficiently, and on less sectarian ground.”
When
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even as before her great Revolution.”
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fection, and that dread disease, Consumption—is

eckham
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nly
do not pay as highly, but take care that their | America, piece by piece, State by State, city by | Hobbs,
“
clergy, if they do not get rich, shall not go with- | city; that one of our ‘greatest dangers, is in the | Rev D Waterman,
“
©
out the comforts of life. The. minimum among | Practice, rapidly. increasing, of sending young [qf Giiman,

Spirit of God, in their final decisions re- i
specting the location for our Theological

y

had

0

«per

Rev. H. G. Woodworth, of Prairie City, who
was a faithful worker for a number of years
within the bounds of this Q. M., added much to

nation, but praying that our brethren may
be guided by the spirit of wisdom and the

1 do not; expect to be ableto attend such a
convention-as ‘‘ Philos” meves and I sec-

Scioto

the conversion of

in New York, and farther west, if it be located at Lewiston, Now with .no locality
to build up at the expense of the denomi-

gpiritual interests of the denomination for

Ln Winnegauce, Me»

In 1820, says the Lutheran Observer, when the
They made a beginning with their Orphan Asylum, on seventy-third street, and propose to in- | General Synod was formed, there were but 10 |

with the Warren church. The churches represented reported.an unusual interest, and some

other denominations, and perhaps be lost to
us. The same will be true of our brethren

shall, all things considered, serve best the

e

BE of ovine

J. GIBBENS, Clerk pro tem.

Eng-

ial locality,and strive to select a place which

who

;
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converging to impregnate

dedication;

at this

people

of

Some of te Sem

Carr, of Athens, preached on the Sabbath to a
large and attentive audience. Next session with
the New Vernon church.

land students would be in danger of being
induced to goto the Theological Schools of

School, let us lay aside all plans and purposes to advance the interests of some spec-
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Vt, Tor
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Daniel
Rkors Safa:
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that no use be made of the fact on that occasion. | result of the earnest appeals of eminent divines,
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and New Vernon with twenty-six.
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universe,
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:
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Q. M., O.—Held its Feb. ses- troducing it here as an example for others to | that it has shaken down upon it a new look of

Scrota

received:

Seah Ae

thing,to mark their disapprobation of the pro- | holding a series of Sunday evening meetings for
ceedings.
Gen. Grant gave $300, on condition | the extension of their missionary efforts. Asa

sion with the church
at Wheelersburg.
There
was a good representation of the churches, and

tion, instead ‘of the building up of some
locality. The great thoroughfares of travto the glory of God and the greatest advantage of the denomination, a location for the
Theological School could be secured which

.

stated

Totaans Plath, Ohio

of building one Christian church which shall bless

give from $200 to $500 each, refusing to give any- |

Quarterly Meetings.

Let the F. Baptists be of one mind andl
heart and seek the good of the denomina-

el are so extensively established that it
seems that, if there was only an eye single

and honor of being the instrument

a
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Potter.
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EXPRESS,

When entirely completed, it will have | the world longafter they are dead? Several per-

Much offense is

Rev. J. W. Tilton called to his assistance as

terest which I have no words to express,but
of course cannot see every thing as they

work

a national
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Dea H Hawkins, Vallenia Springs,
Rev T Wells, Stellapolis, Iowa
1 D Phillips, Kittery Point, Me
Rev F Morrison, SngarHill, N H
G W Osborn, Benona, Mich
R W Miller, Oneonta,
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W Chadwick, Philadelphia,
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and the amount subscribed at the several serv- | in France says: “The increased audacity, in
jces almost reaches the sum needed to cancel | Word, und pen, and deed. against religion (in ev-

at Sac-

council Rev. I. Fullerton and others, and organized a church on the 30th of Jan, with thirteen
members.
It now numbers
twenty-six, and
takes the name of New Vernon church.
=

werd’

The

So Brooklyn,
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Pierce, Esq., of Boston. Rev. Ww. Morley PunAn effort is3 made, but without
much success,
shon delivered a most eloquent discourse
in the
;
torevive in the Methodist churches, the practice
It was a singu
incidence that | of three sermons on the Sabbath day. Two are
Bishop Simpson and Mr. Pdnshon had both, with
enough for any one congregation, and no pastor
no consultation upon thé subject, selected the
should preach more than twice a day.
same text. In the evening Rev. Dr. Eddy, of
A London religious paper speaking of opinion
Chicago, preached to an immense congregation, |
hit

church, on the 3d day of Jan., of seven members,
toc which eleven have since been added by bapIt takes the name of the Sciota church.
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«* Justice,” and ** Philos” with a depth of in-

to come.

family.

J. JOHNSON, Clerk of Council.

all, but not so with this.
1 have read the articles of ‘‘ Amicus,”

all time

and

of feHowship by Rev. Mr.

fication in disregarding more general inter£2518 and centering the efforts to build up a
locality without respect to the advantage of

New

of

r—C R Bowen—E 8 Bumpus,
L E
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Episcopal

least two thousand persons in and about the | churches that have not taken collections since
church edifice, among them Gen. Grant and his | May
to come promptly
to their aid with liberal con-

and Dea. J. Johnson met at said place, Feb, 11,
and after examination twelve, three brethren
and nine sisters, were organized 'into a church in
accordance with F. Baptist usages. Right hand

~

ing tohis wishes.
If it is carried too.far West,

’

Evangellcal

oom
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Congregational Union stands
The New Metropolitan Methodist church in
pledged for grants votéd to between fifty and sixty
‘Washington, was dedicated on the 28th. Bishop | churches, in addition to the long list to which

gratefully ac-

a donation
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few obligations for a new building, but it needs | missions. It has already begun labor, we believe,

strong

By request of F. W. Baptist brethren

portance to us than any other school or
college can possibly be. Other schools
may find, perhaps, some semblance of justi-

)

would

will be Brunswick,

carappa, Me.,

Rev.

seeds

of a very

of

Church

conducted inthe spirit it should be, will
work great good to the denomination. The
location of that school is of more vital im-

plant the

of

P. }., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 788 ag, | i

at 26

Iowa College at Grinnell is not in debt, save a | take entire charge of this work as well as of home | ¥ork—A Chase.

Irasburg, Vt.

The present discussion on the subject of |
the location of our Theological School, if

der strife,

daf-

Church South.

Rev. A. J. Dutton has resigned his pastorate of
the F. W. Baptist church in Albany, Vt., to take
effect in May.
Any church wishing to correspond with him can do so by addressing him at

The Theological School.
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allowed to preach in the edifice of the Methodist | the new Mission House should have charge of for- | Tarbo:
P A Tingle,

Rev. 8. D.- Church has resigned the pastoral
cire of the F. B. church in Brunswick village.
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voluntary
society; nor yet to

Simpson, of the Methodist Church,

ing his recent visit to

from their friends at Factory Village, €afaan,
N. H.
;

many do not believe.

LE SE

trenchant

wrangling, and hatred prevail in Spiritualism.”

H. WHITCHER.

Rev. N. Jones
knowledge

Eloquence;of character, voicing itself in
eloquence of expression, is a great and pre- cious gift,—but how terrible the thought
of its opposite,—the preacher's character
_ all the time in his own way, giving hardness to his tones, a chill to his eye, an undefinable something to his whole manner
that results is his ‘‘so” preaching that

-

deals

throughout the United States.

in-

state.

¢'+

he

the voluntary contributions of the denomination | individual men and women who can

sensibilities, and to leave chors/ uni
pressed, without a thought of the cause, or

their

because

dealers

“gensual, depraved, and immoral teachings,” | lations
to the regular Committee of Foreign Mis- A Kayser 0) W § Lolg h—J
ep Litch—
A

of social worship.

March 1.

our own experience. But - in all such
cases, except where there is a conscious
prejudice on the part of the hearer, it is,
we think, the preacher's character that is
in fault. There is something harsh, unsympathizing, conceited, proud, domineering,
just enough, perhaps, to constitute a painful
~ repellancy in persons of delicate spiritual
self-reproach ‘at

the school and night-classes are attend-

were | Christmas dinners.and in various other ways the | —g0

that

and on Monday,
A, M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10.10
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Simpson preached the dedicatory sermon in the | grants have been already paid-the present year
It “is estimated that there were at | The trustees look confidently tothe pastors and

it to be a representative one, and most of
us may recall more or less akin to it in

with

worship;

‘ orderly Spiritualist,”

Universalist influence.

definable in his manner.
That which was
designed to attract, repels. The poles of
the magnet seem to be reversed.
This case is a marked one, in both the
preacher and the hearer, yet we suppose’

healthy condition.

Zion. Extra meetings have been continued, and [we have a good prospect of a
revival of religion among us.
:
This is a very hard field of labor, as to re
interest,

pri,
FA ReMarsh sdaGoa

ing, and maintains the Gums and ‘Teeth ina

$190,000 for an endowment, of which
third has been raised.
:

vival

a

ps; also hye

casionally upon the teeth, it will be found cleans-

portions

ing members, all as one, labored with a
will. It was a very profitable day for

as presentedby the preacher, and yet not
pe, ‘not benefited, but positively injured ;
and

tracts

and declares that, as a consequence, ““ lust, envy, | sions.

after the manner

on

of Scripture read; four mothers’ meetings are
held under the direction of nine ladies ; one thous-

tian Convention in this village, attended by
delegates
from the Y. M. C. Associations in

«I wish I could feel better in Rev. Mr. K's

"

‘Word of God and for conversation

blows against his disorderly brethren for their

ducted
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Vilar
Bettsbe;;—Jan. also, 20,
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fifteen rooms in various locali- possible
in makingeffect
this article
fs such sto
with safety,
Used give
daily theor best
oc-

:
ties are open several
times a week for reading the

scarcely secrets before.

. The Watchman & Reflector contains a The delegates came to us in the fullness of
discussion of this subject called forth by a | the gospel, and the pastors and their work-

magnetism

of

last Saturday and Sunday we had a Chris-

- ANTI-MAGNETISM,

private letter, in which the

in*printed

revelations

making

and

immorality,

this region. It was a very precious season.
The three evangelical churches gave up
Aheir regular services, and all united ?together in union meetings
ch were con-

Mr. Kennedy aforesaid, is not as

average

sent out through the mails, the “ Disorderly | ed by one thousand three hundred children. No
receive | O Baileyp WW H Bl
Spiritualists” for their evil teachings and gross | fewer than two thousand individuals

D. M. L. RoLLIN.

MecHANIC

the mission,—an

There seems to be trouble among the ¢ Spirit- | and five hundred persons are gathered every
re Wm. B. | Sabbath into the churches and mission-rooms for conte.
ualists,” Somebody, over the sign

the lovers of Jesus for the advancement of
his kingdom among us.

are

with

more than one hundred conversions each year
since the establishment+of the mission by Ma-

from its own Position on the question of have recently found the Lord to be gracious
communion as
Mr. Kennedy. Furthermore unto them in the forgiveness of their, sins.
some of us who believe that the Baptists are
Congregational in church government, and We would solicit the earnest prayers of all
they

of whom

have been baptized, and united with the ehurch- | ponge visitation;

the friends of Jesus to know‘that the Lord
is merciful to us in Byron, and that several

tion for them as members of it; when the
one was, and the other is, at least as far

EE

school, it has three ragged schools and two day | the only form in which this vital element of healthy |
x
schools, employing three paid teachérs and one | blood can be supplied.
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mission

shows that since the commencement of this mis-

John Bunyan and Charles H. Spurgeon as
Baptists, and claims credit to the @enomina-

or

Jonrnal.

kept
by evangelists8 || singular efficacy is owing to the proforide of. iron. f.=
:
nn open for preaching
nothing
be | church.” “ How shall we reach the masses ?” | of worship
EE
and is (
and 1ay preachers. Besides a large -Sunday | whichin this preparation remains unchanged,
Our duty in regard to the Sabbath school,”

‘Let

dofie though strife or vain glory.”

Baptist,” as the Examiner says he did when
he embraced and expressed the sentiments
of open communion which areadvocated in
his recent volume, it wouldbe interesting to

who like to have them insist that

‘

,
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The Congregationalist and Recorder crit- dead, and but a few of us remain, I trust
assigned for each session, with those to.introduce | effectiveness in many varied forms of Christian and in good condition.
icises the Examiner and Chronicle with ref- that those who shall meet will not strive for them, Among the subjects were these: ‘
The | benevolence. It appears that this single con
PERUVIAN SYRUP,~This valuable medicine has
erence to what it says of the expulsion of advantage to themselves or their section, to kind of preaching we need.” “The work of | gregation supports three auxiliary ministers
of- | een silently making its way into public favor by the
Rev. Crammond Kennedy, in the following the disadvantage of others and other parts laymen,” “ Woman’s place and work in the | ficiating
ir as many chapels, and four other places | numerous remarkable cures it has performed. Its
giveth to all men

who
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wide open, touching this and that thing,
and receiving new impressions every day.

Ca

. g Poetry,

After infinite pains en the part of the
lady of the house, he became a tolerable

‘Howard at Atlanta.
furro
a

oo oy ea his
Ub from

isper::
telegraph to the cook in; a loud whisper

:

colli

Si

“They've taken another plate!”

ere

‘Where, beside their Northern teacher,

eeefto0d- the SOIdIEY, HOWANL:

He listéned and heard the children
Of the poor and long-enslaved

-

daily heard to murmur.
But I've strayed away

Reading the words of Jesus,
Singing the songs of David.

a merry, happy

Their new life’s portal ;
Almost it seemed the mortal

was Miss Mary.

No more with stone and clod,

her,

after another

And he said: “Who hears can hever

Fear for of doubt you:

gone

from her arms ,to |

The one curse of the races

give you more than your
ork for herselt."

_ Held both in tether:

isugs oo) ars fine y
|

;

-

Meet Fate half-way, and make it
A joy and blessing!
©

cruel of old Marse.

Religion.

Poor old Bet! She was sold away to
_ Texas when she was sixteen; and last year

She

wanted to find her Mammy, ‘who had loved
her in her happy childhood, and her brothers and sisters, who had thought her dead
so long.
A bent, bowed woman, who had
seen hard times in cabin and afield, she

made the long journey as best she

could,

with her children clinging around her.—
+Part de way,” said one of her little ones
ke-ars, and

part

de

way on de water, and part we scrambled
along on our feet.”

got here were

All Bet had when

she

the rags that covered her

and her little flock, her two plodding

feet,

and her two hard hands. All? Nay, she
had more! A will that bondage had not
broken ; a heart that troubles could not
break;

and a patient, hopeful

spirit, that

made the darkest places light.
first saw her, she was gaunt,

When I

and thin,

and

ST

as Mammy

herself; who," with- erect form and smiling

C1

almost as old in'appearance

face, laughed

at

the

oncoming

“Ah! Bet, chile!”

said

Mammy,

eightieth year.

/

twentieth time, “I feel

like

of her

:

for the

de patriarch

Jacob, when he look on de face
“his son, and his son’s sons.

of Joseph,
He went

down
to Egypt, honey, to fine his chile;
but my chile have come up out of Egypt
to de lan’

of Canaan, to fine

me.

Dere’s

de difference—and a bressed difference
too!”
After this climax,
the older woman
would gaze on the face of the
a sort of rapture,
broken

younger, in
by ecstatic

“Bress de Lords!” One day she said:
~¢Bet, you was a torn-down (wild)
when you went away. Has you ever

gal
got

. religion, honey P”
“Once I thought I had, Mammy, and I
wanted to be baptized; but Marse Tommy

objected.

So I gin it up, and I'se done for-

gotit long ago.

When

my

ole

man

died,

# andit seemed like all my comfort gone, I
tried to get it back; but I'se done forgot it
all.” And Bet rocked herself to and fro.
_ Presently Mammy said :
“But, huney,

don’t

you

ever

see

Jesus

a lookin’ and a lookin’ at you, till you love

him so you want to get right up and fly to
him? Don’t you ever think how his hands
and his feet have got de print o’ de nails
in ‘em now, and how he’s a lovin’ us jes’ as
much an more dan we loves each oder ?”

“I’se had it once, Mammy,”

said Bet;

“but lately I'se had so much on my mind
Tse done forgot. But de name is sweet

yot—Jesus!
tired, I think

Jesus!
‘bout

When I'm
it,

He has found an admirable field for his

mighty

sometimes.

sug- | hibited in these pages as it can well be.

y new, and the style of the

olarly than vigorous; but

no ==

fail to be impressed by hisdeep sincerity
high, spiritual tone of the beautiful little

MeMORY’S TRIBUTE to the Life, Character ‘and

Work of the Rev. T. H. Stockton.

By Alex-

ander Clark, Pastor, formerly associate
deceased,1869,in Philadelphia.
with8. the
tor
Pamphlet.
R. Wells.
York:

pas-

55.
pp. New
though
fervent
A well drawn portraiture, a

And

dere’s dem chil’en, always in mischief... It's
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Never make your appearance in the morn-

is one

who is a wonder

to.contem-

fair speciignorance
adroit at
jerked to
but he is

stunted and dwarfish for his age. As for
clothes—well, the newly emerged chicken,
with some pieces of the egg-shell sticking
to it, is about as dressy as that small Arab.
A boiler was his bed last night. It has been
his bed every night since the hard weather
set in, and cold comfort must an iron boiler

be when off the .boil.

He has a brother

some years older than himself, and this
brother does something for his living, and
has a coat,—a real

coat with

sleeves and a

tail, and possibly ‘a button or two with
whichto loop

The talents of the seal are manifold, from

displays in catching

fish for his master, to the capacity be has
shown in learning actually to speak. More
than one seal has been taught to utter distinctly the word Papa, and several animals
of the kind are reported to have gone even
beyond, and to have pronounced several
words ata time.
Nor must their love of
music be forgotten, which is so great that

they will rise from the water and remain
nearly standing upright as long as the instrument is played, to which they listen with

It is not so very

and queens have been captives in its cells.

alty has been beheaded there.
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Sun-Baths.
————

Roy-

knows the necessity of giving her woollens

most emis
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The
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occupants

yOuTSe

The

do duty as buttons, or strings take the place

closure.

of proper bands.

make heaven

Martyrdoms that glorify an empire and
richer, have

nessed there, and
apartments whose

every garment when it comes

been

liable to from.

it | Of the injury their clothes are

who will never reflect that an

as to sweep all the chords of hu- | dampness,
has been such

repeatedly wit-

lives. have ended in those
terrible offenses were rank

it close,—and
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Kate’s Story.

“Nettie Vaughn, why don’t you do something ?” said Kate Vaughn to her idle young
sister, who was seated on the rug outside
of the fender,in a careless, dreamy attitude.
“I am waiting for baby’s food to boil,”

she said, lifting the porcelain saucepan from
the hob of the grate.
:
“And seeing faces in the fire "responded
her brother Edward pert youth of fifteen.

appeared suddenly. in the very midst of the | and, wet and tired, looked aroutid for some
port of Constantinople, undisturbed by the | one to help him off with his coat and on
number of caiques dashing to and fro, and | with his dressing-gown and slippers. He
the noise of a thousand vessels with their| 4id not walt a moment before Nettie was at

One day the | his side, sud soonhe was enthroned dryand

boat of the French legation was crossing! comfortable in his favorite chair.
with wine

for the am- |

bassador. "A drunken sailor was sitting
astride on the cask, and singing boisterously, when all of a sudden the seal raised himself out of the water, seized the sailor by
his left arm, and threw himself with his
prey back into the waves. He reappeared

“Where's the paper ?” he asked, “I want

to learn whether that bill passed the House
or not. Can’tyou read it, Nettie?”

‘ “Ina

moment,

father;

but I promised

mother to put baby to sleep to-night. He
is crosser than usual from his teeth.”
. Late in the evening the whole family was
| :
asserabled
in the sitting-room. Helen the
at some
distance, still holding the man uneldest
daughter,
witha tidy to crochet ;Kate
der his fil, as if wishing to display his agility, and then sank onde more, leaving the
frighténed, sobered sailor, to nrake his way
back to the boat.
Surely, nothing more
than one such occurrence was needed to
give rise to thé many romances of former
ages; if “the same, even, had happened in

earlier days, the seal would have

and darning cotton, and cover the
with an interiaced stitch, so close

occasiondl exposure of their own bodies to
the Sulighs is equally necessary to their

own health.
i
is B
\
The sun-baths cost nothing, and that is
misfortune, for people are still deluded
with the idea that those things only can be

sew | walks through its extensive courts and halls, and | 7 ooo)

fracture
as to be

to waste

time,

and

likely to be many
reading.

nothing gives such an impression of vanity
and absolute silliness as a habit of . idling
and never having any thing to do.
If you are in your father’s house take
some department of household labor upon

in

signed

as a recrea-

People.

By Z. A.

Mudge,

doing nothing ; seeing which,

Helen made

work.”
There was a slight rap at

the

door, and

and indirectly to exalt the moral

and Christian

virtues in their eyes. The author of this volume
has been successful in arranging and presenting
the main facts that signalize their lives and
work, keeping alike free from a tedious dryness
on the one hand and a mere story-telling dilution
on the other.
He has evidently studied his subject with care,written with conscientiousness and

a high aim, and has given us a well-prepared and

adequate account.dl the earlier New England
life. There is little romance but much plain reality pictured here, and the intention to exhibit
the real truth is never sacrificed or subordinated

whole existence turn on the pivot of matrimony.

:

If you can,

iE

cultivate to perfection some | 44 the attempt
to excite and animate.

art by which you can gain

an

Indeed, if

independents one must find fault, it-would be on the ground

livelihood. Do it whether there is necessi- | that the volume is deficient in magnetism. But
ty for it or not. Do it quietly if you will, | it i good
as it is.
pk
but do it. ° There isno telling when or under what circumstances you may need it.
—Democrat.

«I Wish I Had Capital.”
—

So we

heard

Ge

a great

young

We concluded

that he wanted a little practical advice, and

we will give it to him.

=

:

You’ want capital, do you? And suppose you had what you call capital, what
would you do with it? Haven't you hands,
muscle,

bone,

brains,

health,

and

don’t you. call them capital? What more
capital did God give any body?
“0! but they are not money,” say you.
But they are more than money, and nobody
can take them from you.

how to use them?
you were learning.

Don't you

Lane.

i

THE PLANET; a Story of a distant World.
By
Larry Best. Cambridge: Printed atthe Riverside Press.
1869, 12mo. pp. 161.

.

strapping

man exclaim the other day.

feet,

WESTERN WINDOWS AND OTHER POEMS.
By
Jolin James
Piatt.
New
York:.Hurd &
Houghton.
1869. 12mo. pp. 231. Sold by E.

.

“Western Windows” is a collection of brief poems, varied in rhythm, subject and merit, but
having not a few things that. deserve to live long
and will not soon die or be forgotten,
They exhibit unexpected culture, grace and sweetness,
and while, more or less of them smack of the
earnest, stirring life that distinguishes the West,

0d hey

ness, and throw over it the golden haze that Hill
and Bierstadt put into their pictures of the Yo
Semite Valley. The poet has something of Whittier’s lyrical melody, and he responds heartily to
the Quaker bard's enthusiasm for liberty and the
rule of right. * Riding to Vote” is an admirable

know.

picture of the patriotism that flamed out so often

even from the look and speech and deeds of old
men when the nation was in peril., “The Pioneer’s Chimney,” though it narrates a simple
story that is’full of domesticity and common life,
is really noble with dignity as well as saturated
with pathos. There are no really weak poems
in the book, and the fine taste and real art everywhere displayed yield a steady gratification even
when there is no sudden flash of genius to be-

or hoe, or jack-plane, or broad-ax,

and

go

to work. Your capital will then, in due
time, yield you a large interest. Ay, but
there’s
the rub; you don’t
want to
work ; you want money on credit, so you
can play gentleman and speculate, and end
by playing the vagabond,
Or you want a farm with - plenty of
hands upon it to do the work, while you
run over the country and dissipate; or you
may

be,

and brains, you would not know how to
use gold. If you let the capital you have

lie idle, and waste and

rast out,

aths, when the
whic

of sun-baths,

any number

would be far more beneficial to them, for
nothing.
Let it not be forgotten that three of-God's
most beneficent gifts to man—three things
the most necessary
to good health—sunlight,

fresh

air and

water—are

free to all;

you can have them in abundance without
money and without
price, if you will. If
you would enjoy good
health,then, see to it
that you are supplied with pure air to
breathe all the time; that you bathe for an
hour or so every day in the sunlight; and
that you quench your thirst with no other
fluid than water.
In regard

to sun-baths,

let any

invalid,

it*would

be:the same with you if you hud gold; you
would only know how to waste it. ~

rom the rays of the sun;

the bed and

bed-

clothes should be thoronghly aired and kept

in the sun as long as possible every day.

Many of the sleeping-rooms in our hote
are so situated as never to feel the influence

of the

sun’s rays,

and

those

who

occupy

such rooms for any length
of time are simply committing suicide. We have in mind
now a large hotel in the vicinity of New

York city, where not less than two hundred

persons are usually located for the winter,in
which a large proportion of the bed-rooms
are in the center of the building, into which
the sunlight never
penetrates. As a gorollary, the doctors’

are seen standing

before the house at ons of the day.
The Italians have a proverb, which says,
‘Where the sun does not enter the doctor
must,” and with therz, the first point to be
considered. in the selection of a house is:
What is its exposure to the sun? and they
are careful to locate their sleeping-rooms
on the side of the house where there will be
the most sun.
Again, too many houses in most of our
cities and very many country villages, are
completely
buried from the sun by shade
trees.
Elegant
establishments, these
houses, whose occupants can command
every luxury within the reach of wealth ;
saloons into which rank, beauty and fashion
are - weleomed, but from which the sunlight of heaven is totally excluded by shade
trees!

!

At the risk of being denounced as an
iconoclast, we would lay the ax at the
root of at least two-thirds of the shade trees
which surround our houses and line our
streets, —Hqll's Journal of Health.

The Flaw-Hunters.
2

.
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There are people who have a preternatfor detecting evil, or the apthey portray even that life in its depth and rich-’ ural faculty

If you don’t, itis time
Take hold of the plow,

foolish enough to take you for your good
looks, that she may support yoti.:
Shame on you, youngyman! Go to work
with the capital you have, and you’ll soon
make interest enough upon it to give you
as much ‘money as you need, and make
you feel like a man. If you can not make

Some bad boys tried to
persuade a little boy to play truant.
the cook put her head in,
“No, no, I cannot,” said he,

for Young

than a wife, and

want to marry some rich girl who

she was talking rather flippantly, ‘‘you had
better find something to ‘do. Nobody is expected to go through this world without
can’t

enthusiastic
:

do not degrade your sex by making your

with her writing, and Edward with his wood

“Nettie,” said her father, why thonght

Confess to God every day, and you

buyers and much

Views FROM PLYMOUTH ROCK ; a Sketch of the
early history of the Plymouth Colony.
De-

tion—not as the business of your life.
If you wart to marry, do not odtrt or try
toattract the attention “of gentlemen. A
little wholesome indifference, real or assumed, will be much more likely to accomplish the object. Consider, moreover, that
it is befter to be a-woman

n' fg

brought to his work the ripe experience and the | Who reads this and who has been housed
for some time, take an occasional walk in
eminent ability of a literary annalist and artist.
the sun, if it should be only on the piazza,
As a result, he has given us a book of rare and
and observe the effect. In our opinion, ke
curious interest, and which is likely to be a stand.
will find it the most’ healthful bath he has
ard authority for many years to come.
Either
ever taken.
ma
its subject or authorship, standing alone, would
Sleeping
rooms
should
be selected in such
make it popular ;“taking them together, there are
arts of the house as have the most benefit

carving ; and Nettie, who had read a three
column political debate to her father, was

an attack upon her,
;
“Why don’t you get some work, Nettie P”
“Well, my mending is all done, and I
been a

“Must Pray it all out.”

ng:

gether in this huge pile of buildings, the heart is
now stirred with aspiration, and then half chilled with horror, as the dead and fearful past
seems everywhere coming out of the grave and
staring audaciously into ‘ one’s half-averted eyes.
And it is of this Tower, of its early history, of
the life that was lived within its walls, of the
historic deeds and personages that lend it so deep
a meaning, that Mr. Dixon tells in this his latest
volume.
He has had access to whatever records
would enable him to render his account full and
reliable, he has been prosecuting his inquiries
more or less for twenty
years, and he has

ir existence.

it is wicked

aeon Werte

Tosponss 3 ie

Never carry coarse embroidered or. laced
handkerchiefs. Fine plain ones are much
more lady-like.
Avoid open-worked stockings and very
showy slippers. Fine,plain white hose,and
black kid slippers, with only a strap or rosettein front, are more becoming.
:
Train yourself to useful occupation. Remember

ha

climbs its staircases, and paces its dungeons, and | |

have

strong as the body of the stocking, and fine
enough to be ornamental.
Stockings mended in this way need darning but a very few times in the course of

Let your pleasures™come

but a month later she plunged one day, ance.”
frightened, into the water; and was ‘nevet |- Edward composed himself to his task of
coining brackets out of. cigar-boxes, just as
seen again.
Nearly about the same time, another seal | bis father, Mr. Vaughn, entered the room,

crews and their passengers.

with neatness and precision. -Do not

author of * Forest Boy,” etc. - Six Hiustrawith the smaller shredsof adversity, as they { yourself, and a part of the sewing,and make | tions.
New
York:
Carlton & Lahanan.—
hiiddle themselves together with other boys it your businessto attend toit. Do not let
16mo. pp. 451.
<
in the metal cylinder.—Atlantic Monthly a call from this idle girl ora visit from that,
The story of the Pilgrim Fathers, and of their
settlements and earlier experiences in this counfor March.
or an invitation from the other, interfere
J
try, is one which is &lmost sure to kindle the enwith the performance of your duty.
thusiasm and enlist the sympathies of the young,

long since one of this remarkable race came
every day for six weeks from the waters of ‘‘ Nobody coming to woo, sister ?”
the Mediterranean, to take her rest under} _ $I hope not,” answered the cheery voice,
the divan of a custom-house officer in Smyr- ‘for what would you do without me to tease,
na. The latter had tamed her, and placed and she went out lightly, with the cup of
a few rough planks at the distance’of about thick milk in her hand.
‘I must get my writing,” said Kate ; there's
three feet from the water's edge under his
pa
coming,and if Iam not at. work he will
couch, and on these boards the seal loved
to rest for several hours, giving vent to her ask me to read those tedious debates.”
She took down apretty rosewood writing
delight, oddly enough, in a profusion of
desk,
and opening it, began to unroll a
sighs like those of a suffering man.
She ate
readily the rice and the bread which Were quantity of manuscript. ‘“ What will you
offered her, though she seemed to have some call your story, Kate ?” asked her brother.
“I have not yet decided; perhaps I will
trouble in softening the former suffieiently
leave
that to the: publishers. Now. don’t
to swallow it with ease. After an absence
disturb
me, Ed, for I've got to that passage
of several days, the affectionate creature rewheyre
the
heroine makes her first appearappeared with a young one under the arm,

rant,he formed
a complete contrast
to the sin half so easily.
broughtup in the

MISCELLANY.

LITERARY

Indeed, it has been all these things at

Keep your clothing, especially your under | jq, experience. The sublimest virtues and the
clothing, in perfectorder. Never. let pins meanest passions have dwelt within the vast en-

Examine

cps

the benefit of the sun, from time to time,
d | nent prelates and the first names in the circles of and especially after along rainy season, y or
b
and aristocracy are mentioned as the | ® long absence of the sun. Many will think
Ruehed nat hone

ulessed.:

31d,

MBF,

JOUF

negtly and completely.

,

4

buildings; ; but the; spot was fa-

val,

em

oi

yeiated

b SHS

y.

ind

Yo baud, 8 Sully

Busts |ind Soul

once. Many of the most famous names in En- | Sun-baths cost nothing, and are the most
baths one can take,
iated with it. It figures in refreshing, life-giving
| glish history
whether sick or well. Every house-keeper
the highest literature of the kingdom.
Xings

.

in the glad sun- | UP the holes in your stockings, as we

him from a distance of two or three yards.

PB

unmistakable pleasure.

but they have for-

Probably, he is seven years old,

stand

Seals.

over to Pera, loaded

Young

ing without having first bathed,if only with

childven ave | AFTENZEC

street

plate, and he may be taken as a
men of his kind. He professes
with regard to his age, but is
catching copper coins that are

say,

pendent.

the agility which he

for

Maxims
axims

A

shine, and it is quite likely that not one of | Séen some careless, untidy girls do, but take
them gives a thought as to how or where he in a broad margin around the whole, be. it
is to lay down his unkempt head ‘to-night. small or large, witha fing darning needle

down

by Miss Mary.”
So the poor handfithid is standing by her
mistress.
That is Bet's religion.—Inde-

——

small

They are as cheerful as

gotten all their cares now

a

But didn’t Jesus

never

and

of

Let her|I have just mentioned;

‘Father forgive dem; dey know not what
dey do’? Jesus said dat!” with emphagis.
“Why, I thought you had forgotten.”
“I'se done forgot a great deal dat 1!
ought to member, and sometimes ’members what I ought to forget; but I know
Jesus would

and here, in a deso-

nights just passed away have been bitterly
cold, and we have had ice on the pools in
the bleak mornings. Many of the children
as I am informed by a policeman, have

ays worked
in the fields, was taken into

afamily. Rude, uncultivated, and igno-

sagerly &

ne he Ya, i

BR

Part XVL of SMITH’S DICTIONARY OF THE

|

the story is'all that re- | fore
mous hisforday.
fortifications
and political discipline be- |
It has been a prison, a court and a
;

Wmaling of dk

at early

be seen emerging

at play.

crickets,

ed for the elder children, and the old

the little ones. One of the boys, who had

IY

being idle | ed the present

ith

Mammy.”
beautiful Nereid, who, having conceived a have nothing new to sew; I have no taste
Kind friends were found for Bet, and she passion for the hapless sailor, had risen to for crocheting, and am not clever enough to money on what capital you bave, you
and ber children were helped to a way of take him down to her palace under the be a writer. I think I am ) intended for the could not if you had a large amountin cash.
lazy member of this family.”
# enrning their living. Homes were provid. waves.— Putnam's Magazine.
If.you donot know how to use bone, muscle,

grandmother relieved Bet of the

k Sides party i Shadow; and it wi

humed.

""

4

Its his-

is not likely to be extofy is in part buried, N and

a meani ing

it"—with
it"—with

Ea
tot
late park of the eastern district of the city | * pong ad A quar u big

:

“That he did."* An’

The Family Circle. |
back she came to her Virginia home.

“If not, let me

it Call

one.

3

warm November haze,

Such a look as*came into Bet's black
eyes!
;
|
“Miss Mary work! La me! She's no,
fit for\it! Ef she’ll give me part her bacon
an hominy, I'll “stay with her. Me and
Miss Mary were chil'en togeder.”
“But Miss Mary's father sold _ you,
Bet.”

in Atlantic Monthly.

in

Most :

she'll be able to| passed these bitter nights in such places as | from the wash, and, if necessary, mend it | pg «smelled to heaven.” And as the visitor £904 or usaiul Whit: cost WDE,

Idoubt whether

Bet.

‘Alike are broken.

came

ent at its true value.

themselves to-

morning from the weather-beaten stalls |
that cling to. the foot of Some drowsy old
market-building. To-day it is Indian summer. The sun shines genially through the

seen

But half was spoken:
The slave’s chain and the master’s

‘O black boy of Atlanta!

to me, “we

peculiar genius in the Tower of London,—that
extensive and unique pile of architecture, which
tragic
sesse Stolk truely
est ole Sineat

looking at it affectionately.

:

may

She, too, | Others

Bet surprised ‘her friends one day by
saying:
“I'm going to live ‘long with
Miss
Mary?”
.
“But Miss Mary can’t pay you much,

Bet’s

lis nothing sp

stup

_be the |

themes.

i
i
| gest
of being
at the risk

city, City, often afford lodgings
ging

ta

any of them.

TOUT

’

- And alittle boy stood up: “Massa,
Tell ’em we’re rising!”

J. G. Whittier

they huddle

girlhood she remgmbered too little to teach | Many groups

.

All-healing, all-redressing;

ina

10 4 Hoo
hia views ia this fice, volume
forth

seventh tidy I've crocheted thimemonth. Iin-

heaven; and now, widowed and chillies, these shivering little sprouts of humanity. | and this moralto
she dwelt in her solitary house.

O brave men and fair women! .
Ill comes of hate and scorning;
Shall the dark faces only
Be turned to morning?
Make Time your sole avenger,

ve

ly held by. the Episcopalian divines,—and he sets

1869.

One fair-haired infant| the machine-shops, in some quarters of the | more actual work than the gther three put | ed in obscurity. William the Norman commenc-

had

was poor; and, in one sense, poorer than|
her old servant, for she could do. little. to]
help herself. Her early training and her
delicate health alike stood in the way of
her earning her own support, and of the
accomplishments she had learned in her

‘

Then

w

With tears his eyelids pressing,
Stretched over those dusky foreheads

Tho Hab SUN ipa,

r & Bros.

tend this for the Orphan’s Fair,” said Helen,

spurned forth by some drunken lodger into | glance toward Nettie, pending over baby—

‘to her|

The man of many battles,

TE

|.vere.

‘took

tears came

the ready

well as the slave's.

.

His one-armed blessing.

sr

She hugged

¥

hal ark Boies Statue,

Up North about you

that ba-

? This is the

ha

of the futheories

own

Hepworth ; ture state,—the same, however, : that are general “

to the questions with which
. . | ing no clear answer
.
troubles. God’s balances are even; and late and reckless comers to and fro. The | Without a Mission.
They took the hint ; and Nettie, who did curiosity has often plied it. Its origin is involv.
the mistress’s lifethad been, darkened as| great iron boilers that stand out in fronto

taking;

What shall 1 tell the children

ers, otc. 24mo. pp. 128.

:

topic chosen; and it may be added that he is too
oneé can
much in love with authorship to treat it with
and the
disrespect, and his tastes do not allow him to
choose any other than living and captivating book.

eyes when she heard Miss Mary tell her|the pelting sleet, or trodden upon by the | “* The Sunshine of the family; or, the girl Jot Soe

bh

and honor

Thess Vij te Minas thatiel

Sa SI
AR

mh

wl

No more with the beasts of burden,

Theres

let Mary have

by, and do something useful

the sleep of the wild ranger of the gutters,

:
iat: in my arms, de darlin’,
” as she| gether ini doorways,
her right

on the immortal.
Put

ts man

“Why don’t-you

amid the rubbish of a demolished building,
they can roll themselves away, and sleep

repletion will bring no nightthough his dreams may be of pumpall mares,
:
s
xd
a

from

;

Is

the sufferings of the home- | ‘‘Have you given your story & name °% |'yy chronicles rather than weird traditions and | discriminating panegyric, and a touching, tender
the| nightslittleof winter
broken middlethatage;she andvisited
in het after
back person
©
street Arabs are unspeakably se- | asked her mother, who estimated Kate's tal- extravagant legends. The Tower is as fully ex- and honest tribute to a marked man.
less
Mammy
first

:

‘Transformedhe saw them passing

Wg

away

New-York:

pve

| consideration then; and in some recess be- brought the baby, undressedand ready for
hind the open door,of a tenement-house, on | bed, and_sat_down before the fire to toast.
..
| the grassless spaces of some city park, or | his fat little feet,

‘ revealof the estate
- employments of the
Risen Saints? BY. the
and of the M.
Dead
Blessed
A. Same PublishBickersteth,
Rev. E. H.

shi
her friends—that her price might buy the kin-pies and other ambrosial viands of the | “I hal ui vei ay moron night,” said Jas pos Jeol
+» | thing like order, and took the form of trustwor-|
trousseau of her young mistress. She came | remote possible. But in the inclement Kats, closing her desk, and yawning.

a Di yes sccins Fok
Warmed into being!

H

girl—sold

Review

:

HADES AND HEAVEN; or, What does Scripture

.%

Bi. 1ue, |
When Nettie returned to fhe Toon, ghe | Bio-pp. 308. Seal)

by| careless and happy, for clothingis ofno|

fi
from Bet and her

ou Literany
Dixon.

within these covers;—pleasant, interesting, and
decidedly and practically religious,

i

EE

TOWER. By William
Hur MAJESTY’s———-

e

8, ‘on
pu
they | pleasantly :
to begin with.”
In summer they are kitchen door now,
!
to which

Do you hear, young man?

:

|

EE

re.

any

nor

parents

She had been sold when she was to whom
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Behold !~—the dumb lips speaking,
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can resort at night.

«white folks” was a never-failing source of
to him, and doubtless of disgust,
wonder
asto
himin fell the task of washing them.
“Certainly do use a heap!” he would be

With freedom newly dowered,

i

neither

places of abode

regular

|

_ Thb quantity of dishes required

Gatheredthe litle back peopl,

t

A

the

Thousandsof the street children of New | advantage.”

and. kitchen, and| York, A have

dining-room

between

Tighe in the rack white Sherman

manage.

useful,” answered her mother. I only wish
the rest of you spent your time to as good
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him-

thought

often, when he

waiter; but

“ ‘Small, Arabs of New York.

self unobserved, he_would open the door|
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that our Nettie was a foreign correspond- have plenty more to manage ; but if you cannot or will not manage the capital God has
ent.”
:
:
«She is anything and everything that is given you, you will never have any other to

«Q well,” they said, “in that case you
had better not go.”
A
:
p

get surprise.

pearance of evil, in every man’s character.

They have a fatal scent for carrion. Their
memory is like u museum I oncg saw at a
medical college, and illustrates all the hideous

distortions,

and

monstrous

and revolting diseases by
can be

troubled and

growths,

which humanity

afflicted.

They think

they have a wonderful knowledge of human nature. But itis a blunder to mistake the Newgate Calendar for a biographical dictionary.
;
A less offensive type of the same tendescy leads some people to find apparent satisfaction in the discovery and proclamation
of the slightest defects in the habits of good
men and the conduct of public institutions.
They can not talk about the benefits conSuch products as this tell us that ferred by a great hospital without lament-

our cylture advances, and predict that our interest in utility is not blinding us to the artistic and

beautiful.

:

““The Planet” is not a very noticeable performance.
It is largely a work of imagination,—
or perhups it were better to say a work of the

fancy,~setting forth what is supposed

may be

the featuges of the life prevailing in a distant
star. Now and then one finds something of poetic melody in these descriptive lines; more fre-

quently there is not much besides rhymed prose,

ing some insignificant blot in its laws, and
some trifling want of prudence in its man-

agement.
Speak to them about a man
whose good
works everybody is admiring,
and they cool your ardor by regretting that
he is so rough in his manner,or so smooth—

that his temper is so husty, or that he is so
fond of applause. - They seem to hold =
brief, requiring them to prove the impossi-

bility of human perfection, They detect
the slightest alloy in the pure gold of hu-

working its way along pretty near the earth,~so | M0 goodness. That there are spots in the
sun is, with them, something more than an
observed fact—it takes rank with a priors
and necessary truths.

near that wings are rather a hindrance than a
help. The author may have a large circle of personal and partial friends, who will buy up the
edition, and sandwich a compliment now and
then between the cantos of the poem.
If not,
the venture is likely to result in taking®
money

out of the pocket.
the #pirit, the gain

If it puts self-distrust into
may in some sense equal the

loss.

on
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CAREY; or, What ir a Chris
Then don’t stand about idle, a-great help-. JOHN
LO. E.
New York: Robert any 0.
Jan, 18mo. pp. 350, Sold by D, Lothrop &

“Miss Nettie, if less boy waiting for something to turn up
you please, will you write my letter for me but go to work. Take the first work you
mowP?
find, no matter what it is, so that you do ir

It is usually recommendation enough for
a book
“Why
? now whyP" they asked.
that
it Bears this author's well-known initials on
“Why ?” ‘answered the boy; ‘because if
“Oh, yes,” said Nettie, jumping up; “I well. Yes, whatever you undertake, do it the title-page.
The moral tone
I do I shall haye to pray it all out at my had nearly forgotten it.” '
.
| well; always
do your best. If you manage ability and healthfulness are and the literary
well assured.
Lthus stories
i
mother's knee to-night.”
“Really,” said Edward, ‘I was notaware the capital you already have, you will soon Beveral of her lighter
are put
and simpler
/

There are people who, if they hear an

organ, find out at once which are the poorest stops. If they listen to a great speaker,
they remember nothing but some slip in
the construction of a sentence, the consistency of a metiphor, orthe evolutions of an

argument.
While their friends are admiring the wealth and beauty of a tree Whose
brifpches are weighed down with fruit, they

hade

discovgred a solitary bough, lost in

the golden affluence, on which nothing is
hanging.
#
)
Poor Hazlitt was sorely troubled with
them in his time. 8, Littles” he said,

“is their element, and they give a charac
ter of meanness to whatever they touch.”

—@ood Words.
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Will the earthquake in all its terrors ever
be shorn of
‘yvisitus? Will our cities toever
heaps of crumtheir prosperity, reduced
pling ruins,and made asd esolate as deserted
Messing

Must

our

Ing

dering if they had two

ports be swept

by great tidal waves, while

the go

ANd |They

busy throngs are hurried far into
the deep,
and sea-monsters sport in their shattered
mansions? 1s New York ever to be hum-

might as well

Those who go to the public-house

‘centu , or Pittsburg and Chicago tossed
from their foundations like the wealthy
cit-

Must San

or they

hunt

Fran-

If we

nature.’

inside of a

put all their wit in an egg-shell,

would never be such dupes as to
after comfort where it is no more to. be

have ever’ them all off to Lubberland, where they

have
half-a-crown a day for sleeping. Ifsome
one could let them see the sure results of
ill-living; perhaps they might reform; and

yet I don’t know,

Man, and his creatures vary, fade,

and die. * Great empires fall before moral
revolutions; wealthy cities sink into solitudes with the revulsions of commerce and
the alterations in the course of trade; na-

for they do see it, and

yet go all the same,—like

a moth that

gets

vigorous with the elements of progress have
become the prey of savages and barbarians ; rant.
and all that is human is liable to change. } =
Not so the Divine work. The laws of nature are immutable. From age to age the
Home-Life. in Paris. °
monsoons have blown across the Indian
saas, and the Gulf-stream pierced the AtThe hothe-life of Paris is- a thing with
lantic with its tepid wave ; the stars rise and
few Americans become acquainted.
set as they did of old; the seasons come which
The ordinary tourist, who rushes about
with their wonted regularity, and summer |feeds us every year as. it fed the Assyrians from one Continental city to another, in the
and the

Greeks;

the ocean

keeps

its

headlong manner for whichyAmericans are
celebrated, returns to his native land with
no more idea of the interior life of the Par-

ap-

pointed bounds; the tides ebb and flow
with calm monotony; and the great sun,

ways the same to us. And hence history
assures us that even the terrible earthquake

law of nature

is bound by the unchanging

0

to a single path, from which it is not permitted to diverge.
.
:
And history marks out.upon the map of
the world where that path lies. It is one so
nicely defined and delicately drawn as to
produce the most striking distinctions ; Jet
it is as clear as the Gulf-stream and regular
as the monsoons. Rome and Naples, for,
example, lie close to the path of the earthquake, and have been subject to slight
shocks for centuries, yet they are probably
as safe as London or Paris; Messina lies
above the path, and has been torn by frequent convulsions. - It winds sinuously under the seas, visiting certain islands with
It
disaster and wholly sparing others.
penetrates to the northern latitude of Niphon, Kamschatka, and the Arctic mountains: it reaches to Lower California.’ Yet

—

said about

ly was

all trade and

the

commerce,

second memwhich

its

name is derived, This was a reed from
five to twenty-five feet in hight, and of triangular shape, growing upon the banks of
the Nile. The thin coats with which it
was enveloped were carefully separated

due notification of his

ject was

sided.

whole known world, but has since been superseded by parchment and rag paper, and
the very plant from which it was made has
-

The Chinese were the first nation

to fab-

rieate paper from fibrous matter reduced to

pulp in water. The precise date when paper was first made in China is unknown,
before the
bus it was in use in that country
Christian era. It was next made by the

ernment

rulers

of the island;

no justice was

under

books.

other,

regions,

BenjaPatron

ger,

1788, he had established about eighteen pa-

per-mills, The first mill in New England
ton, Mass., in
went into operation at

In 1806, the first mill in this country

1730.

there

Now,

was built at Lee.

are in that

town about twenty-Sye mills, consuming
million pounds of rags, per
about fourteen

In this country there are thirty-

pum.

five mills,

pounds

of

consuming

twenty-eight million

in the

r annum; and

it is estimated

States,

whole United

that

and

—

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon has published a
paper on’ * Very Ignorant People” in his
He
thé Sword and Trowel.
magazine,
which
words
homely
strong,
utters some

might be usefully read aloud at some of our
Listen to them:

The man who spends his money with the
publican, and thinks that the landlord’
ows and ‘How do Je do, my good fellow,”
perfect curiosity;

is a

mean true respect,
for with them it is

+¢ If you have money, take a seat ;
If you have none, take to your feet.”

The
raven.

the cheese, not the

fox admires
ait is not put into the trap
Th

feed the m

se, but to catch

him, We

to-

on’t

, but to
light a fire for the herrings comfort
for
houses
po
keep
not
do
roast him. Men
ey certainthe laborer’s good,

ly miss their aim,
the
drink * for

spend forthe
. own,

go

4

they dot
iy, then, should peo‘of the house P” If

of any house; let it be

and not the : landlords.

It's a

bad well into which you must put water;
and the beer-house is a bad friend, because
if takes your all, and leaves you nothing but
heeltaps

and.

headaches.

He

who calls

him sit and drink
by the hour together, is ignorant, very igo
tant. ‘Why, Red Lions, and Tigers, an

those

his friends who let

every

man was

the

First

Homer,”—A

short.

Lecture.

at the

corner

of

* Old-Homer.”

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER

F.

and

It was after the

and

consociates

is thought

the

most

so noble,

empty name,

pre-

of the

is so

Bro.
West

remote

so,

any

book

in the
more

the

spirit

that

ever

afterward appeared. The lecturer described the relative position which Homer held
toward the Greek people, and

drew

a

and

dis-

tinetion between the power which the minstrel of old wielded and the influence pos-

sessed by the modern author upon the class

of readers for whom he composed his books.
As a point of interest connected with the
old bard, the lecturer said that when we
compare the ancient race, as described by

Homer, with the modern inhabitants of
Greece, the points of resemblance were
Not only was the lanvery ‘numerous.

watching

of opinion

about one of Cleopatra’sbreakfasts. . 1t wa 8
the most costly breakfastthat has syet beg

will,

After
having partaken of Cleopatra's necklace.
Mark Antony determined to devise the costAfter several
given.
liest breakfast ever
meditations, not havdays of gastronomic;
ing found what he was looking for, he summoned his cook to his presence, and told
et up a dainty breakhim that if he could

After tracing the life and times of Homer,

and giving some very interesting sketches of
contemporary authors, the lecturer said that
the Cretan should remember the precept of
the moralist: ¢ The man is never lost till
he abandons himself, and a people never
ceases to live until it ceases to aspire and
ceases to hope.” A cordial vote of thanks
was given to Mr. Parsons at the close of
the lecture.— I'ribune.

riés published in the Morning

single square can well be afforded to any single
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of Elijah

Tuttle,
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CYRIL
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at his
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25.

C. PECK,
residence

aged
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died trusting

will

ory

long

be cherished,
©

friends.

Herrick, Esq.,

in
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GREAT AMERIGAN
THEA COMPANY
Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
AT CARGO
PRICES.

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.
1 per lb.
Reise BREAKFAST, (Black 70¢, 80¢c, 90c,
$1,00, $1.10, best $1,20 per Ib.
IMPERIAL (Green), 70c, 80c, 80c, $1,00, 1,10,
best $1,25 per Ib.
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 70c, 80c, 90c, $1,00,
A)
$1,10, best $1,25 per 1b,
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 90¢,$1, $1,10, best $1,256 per ©
$1,50.
GUNPOWDER, (Green) best

COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY,

40c. per Ib,—
@rousD COFFEE, 20¢.,250., 30¢., 85c., best
and Families who

Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers,
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which

best 40c. per Ib, GREEN (Unroasted), 26¢., 80c.,
best 85¢. per Ib.
~“We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac:
tion, If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at
our expense, within thirty days, and have the money rended.

Gi GREAT
hy

COMPANY,

AMERICAN TEA

Nos. 31 and 33 Vesey 8¢
Post Office Box 5643, New York City.

is laid around

SWAMSCOT

Co.,
Morning
4139

contigpue to make

Company,

Machine
PAUL,

. . AGENT,

for Print Works ; Lap

COMPARE PRICES.

awful

strength-destroying,mo

Directions

to

Use.

You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
and in a few days every
of water three times a
disparticle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain wit
solved and pass off by the kidneys.
‘BY

Kennedy,

Roxbury,
Wholesale Agents,

George

Mass.
C. Goodwin

&

M.

Co.

8. Burr & Co., Rust, Bro. & Bird, Carter & Willey,

Gilman & Bro. Wecks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,
Boston. W. F. Phillips, Y. W. Perkins & Co., Port
land. Joseph Baleh and Son, Providence. At foal
by all Druggists.

Price $1.60 per bottle.
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Close Commuion, or Open Communio.n?
An Experience and an Argument
. BY CRAMSOND KENNEDY.
TT

NOTICES OFTHE PRESS," 77%
i
N.'F. Tribune:
« An earnest and eloquent plea for the principle of
Open Communion in the Baptist Church, discussing
the question with great breadth of treatment, and ra:

noted years-ago for the

vigor

of thought

and

.

Lathes,

Good Canvassing Agents wanted
To work in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, to
given, tor

the

sale

of a Sewing Machine firet putin
the market. Full
licensed, at a comparatively low price, equal in finish, operation, and appliances, to any of the high
priced
machines. To be sold with a full warrant, Te
paiiles having a good team

ress
CHICOPEE

preference will be given,

:
MACHINE

SEWING

15t36

CO.,

BOSTON,

A Cough,

Cold,

Mass,

or Sore

Throat
REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
SHOULD BE ONECKED.
IF ALLOWED

T0 CONTINUE,

Irritation of the
manent

Lord over the emblematic representations of His one
body is Scripturally and logicaly unavoidable. Its
author, Rev. Crammond Kennedy, popularly known

an

Incurable
JS. OFTEN

CoL0%

THE

RESULT.

Brown's Bronchial Troches,

a direct influence to the
Havin,
ve immediate relief.
parts,
For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive and
Throat Diseases,

« Whether he will convince many Baptists that
close communion is an.error we cannot tell. But as
many as examine the book cannot fail to be satisfied, as it seems to us thatthe

taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
by
The Troches are recommended and prescribed eminent
Physicians, and have had testimonials from
men throughout the country. Being an article of
true merit, and having proved their eficacy by a test
of many years, each Jou finds them in new localities
are
in various parts of the world, and the

honest

“The following extracts are but a few of the many
» and extended criticisms which this book is evoking,
There is already a great inquiry for it, and it is destined to have a large sale.
Nn
Single copies. mailed, post free, for $1,25, and
dealers promptly supplied by

THE AMERICAN NEWS 00.,
119 and 121 Nassau Street, N. Y.
OUR BOOKS IN BOSTON.

6t5

may be
A full supply of Freewill Baptist Books
Brattle
found at Woodman and Hammett’, 37 and 39,

h to all par.
'our books
St., Boston, Mass, They furnis

thel
ties desiring them, at our published rates, - Bee
advertisement in another column,

ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL.

;
BUY ONLY
SILVER TIPPED SHOES

SPEAKERS

will find TROCHES useful fn clearing the voice when

writeris both

in his belief and kindly in his feelings, and that he
has endeavored in good taith to soften the asperity of
religious controversy, while he would level one of
the walls of separation which keep Protestant Christians apart.”
:
a
nw
Christian Observer and Presbyterian Witness:
“The convictions and reasoning of the author are,
.in our estimate, an unanswerable argument against the
practice of close communion by any church—a practice
for which we cannot find the least authority in the
Scriptures. We would commend this volume especially to those who would inquire for truth en the subject.”

TROOHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS,

SINGERS AND PUBLIC

as the ‘Boy Preacher,’ presents his ar-

guments with great boldness, and sustains them
with ability and torce.”
Portsmouth (N, H.) Chronicle:
« It is not directed exclusively against his closecommunion Baptist brethren, but equally, or more,
against the usage of most Pedobaptist churches.”
N. Y. Evangelist:

Lungs, a perflection, or
Disease
Lung

Throat

dp

which modestly challenge
Christian world—one that
in the matter under discusreviews the question as te

The Evening Post (N. ¥.):

Engines,

be

Syracuse Journal: ~

and we only wonder that such anarrative, fortified by
such arguments, should fail to convince all our Bap tist brethren. It is a book which they ought to read
and reflect upon.”

Patent Expansion Ferules

Steam
Portable
Shafting, Turning

fairness, force,

,

«We fully sympathize with him in his conclusions

Welded

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

prices, presenting

H., | New York, sre suthorized w eontract
in the Stor,
of man-

OF

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

;

reduced

3

the disgpirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of
eases that can afilict our poor human nature:
When you have the
LUMBAGO,
ing i agony and pais, Tijule fo turn
lying a
your,
movemeni
and every
ourse)
eart like a knife; now te.Af me, if relief ot 14 cure of
any of these diseases ina few days is not the Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!

ten years ago

N. H.

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

Catalogues gratis to all. JAMES J. H. GREGORY.
MARBLEHEAD, MASS.
1
83 GREAT SALEOF CARHETING-—In conse.
quence of the removal of the block we occupy, by
order of the city government, to widen Hanover
Street, and no other premises being available, we
shall sell off our entire stock of Carpetings at Whole-

an opportunity that has not been offered for years
low
for purchasers to supply themselves at such cusprices. Our entire stock will be open to retail
tomers, comprising Brussels, Tapestries, Three-plys,
Kidderminsters, superfines, extra fines, &c. Also,
Stair Carpets in large variety, Floor Oil Cloths, Canton Mattings, Rugs, Mats, &¢. NEW ENGLAND CAR-

@

whether the sundering of, the spiritual body of the

Tron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every description, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mill
Maghinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
151)
Gas Works.

the raisingof the seed of new and rare varieties a
specialty. I raise also, on my three seed farms, over
one hundred varieties of seed of all the standard
kinds, and import many choice kinds from England

sale and retail at greatly

of madness:

heti you have the °
SCIATICA,
(that I have just got throngh with,) that most

“We have here a work
the criticism of the entire
assails all denominations
gion. Itis a work which

AND

RARE VEGETABLES.

France.

verge

and fidelity.”
4

whom exclusive territory

and many other new vegetables, “1

NEURALGIA,

when eyery nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you te the very

STATIONARY

1, 1868,

the

When you have the

with the communion with freshness,

‘Box 701 Dover, N. H,

pavement

1; was morning:

‘
ciness of illustration.”
Morning Star (Dover, N. H.):

|

MANUFACTURERS

Star building.

at night wishing

_expréssion which he carried into the pulpit while he
was only the ‘Boy Preacher’
He has matured
enough to be a manly writer now, and he has dealt

State, County and Town Rights for sale by

&

or

sitting in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the

‘morning wishing it was night, and

“Mr, Kennedy is of Scotch parentage,and was some-

Ways,
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EL
i

. RHEUMATIC

;

what

Baptist church
ose d | goon after united with the . W.
fast for a lady, whic! should be comp
in Andover. At the time of her death she wasat
le,
church
the
of as fow and as small dishes a8 possib
of
a faithful and devoted member
,
and, at the same time, be most costly he Springfield. Her husband was a patron of the
419
Star at the time of his death, which was some PET CO., 76 Hanover Street, Boston.
wonld reward him accordin ly
the cook .en- 18 years since ; and, though in limited circumSeveral weeks iE
paid
stances, it has been continued and usually, two
tered Mark Antony's sud, and told him for
She leaves one daughter
in advance,
HE MASON AND HAMLIN ORGAN CO., whose
that he was ready to serve t o dainty break-d grandchildren four sisters and other relatives to
086
Organs are acknowledged to be the best, have
but their loss is her eternal
fast asked of him, and that it was com
season introduced very important improvements
this
our,
°
0
ted
©
writer.
appoin
the
thé
by
s
At
s
e
c
i
service
only,
ly reEis
uneral
olive
felt
.
of one
mourn
and new styles of Organs, and have
H. i DICKEY.
py
duced the prices, Four Octave Organs, $50 each;
the cook entered the dining room, followed gen
hy
$126.—
Stops,
Five Octave Double-Reed Organs, Five
by one hundred men carry. g the olive (in
an Organ
WORCESTER WRYMOUTH, died of Bright's Every one having any idea § Oe endsm
its artificial envelope) on their shoulders. kidney disease, the 11th inst., at his sister's, I'S. should at least obtain i of their cironlars (which
the
Mass.,
whither
he
Address
prices.
dge,
will be sent free,) and compare
They deposited it ona table made for the Cushing of East Cambri
& HAMIIN ORGAN CO., 596 Broadway,
MASON
gone for health. He was born in Upper Giloccasion, and fifty carvers were set to work had
W. | New York, or 154 Tremont Street, Boston.
, Sept. 28, 1837, and was a son of G.
on it. After several hours of hard work, manton
He professed Feligion in 1868, and
Weymouth.
8. M.PETTENGILL & 00,, Newspaper Adyertis
beolive
the
;
h
of
hig
native
the triumphant cook placed
it joined the first F. W. B. chu
ingAgents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
spent
having
at
place, of which he died a member,
fore the Egyptian Queen, who looked
for dvertiaing,,
.

and warrant to

Sbc.
give pelfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 33¢.

and

pain, and you cannot even turn Yourself in bed,

Donald

per Ib.
OOLONG (Black), 70¢, 80c, 90c,70c,best80c,$1 90c,
best
MIXED, (Green and Black,)

1

Neuralg
i
may congider this a sort of a spreadBEERS
eagle heading, but Imean every word ofit. I
have been, there. When your system is racked with

MANUFACTURED

TEAS.

PRICE LIST OF

AGE.

most heart-withering, most

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s

VALERIA, daughter of J. Bean, Jr., died in
Montville, Me., Feb. 21, aged 20 years. She was
a most mniable girl,a steadfast Christian and a
|. worthy
member of the F, W. Baptist church.

N.

1861.

THE

Floors, Gutters,
Coal Sheds, &c.

Warehouse

and

3m40

and to let.

ESTABLISHED

FOR

Shop Floors, Carriage

AND

L. M. MASURY & CO.
910 Washington Street, Boston. _
of Machines bought, sold, ex-

SOUTH NEW-MARKET,

Having been thé original introducer of the HUBBARD SQUASH, MARBLEHEAD MAMMOTH CABBAGE,

loss in her being so soon called
But she was all
mother to the heavenly world.
She said to her young
ready, patiently waiting.
in
friends, “Seek Jesus, and prepare to meet me
. Ko
Heaven.”
Mary, widow of the late Isaac Hazelton, died
eld," N. H., Feb. 11, aged 79 years,
in Sprin
. experienced felizion 93 Yeats ago, and
Sister

kinds

she

MATTIE, daughter of C. H. Fogg, Esq., of Ap-

very great
Her father and friends meet with toa follow
her

2

and repaired,

changed

Street Crossings,

died in

pleton, Me., died Feb, 24th, aged 9 months. +

last years in Concord,
with amazement, still with perfect deligh t. | some ten of his integrit
y and urbanity
The olive had been prepared ‘in the fol- where, by strict

S.—All

P.
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“RrasTic LOCK STITCH”? that will not rip or break
if every third stitchis cut. Itis durable, very sim
We warrant,
ple, and not easy to get out of order.
and keep in order one year free of cost. Good Agts.

: A vbertisements.

This

Machine.

Embroidering

in the most superior manner,

BROIDER

AMOS
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$1 8

NOTION

THE

Kennedy's Rheumatic
Dissolvent.

‘Dr.

MALE AND FEWANTED—BOTH
AGENTS
MAL E—to sell the improved BOSTON NOTION
SEWING AND ‘EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the
largest and most complete Machine for the price ever
offered for sale. This Machine will STITCH, HEM,
FELL, TUCK, QUILT, CorD, BRAID, BIND and EM.

C. HENDERSON.

PATENTED
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passed in the family of Stephen

HH. FF. Snow

Strafford, Jan. 10, aged 49 years, Heart disease,
in two or three days, terminated her earthly career. A husband and three children mourn her
L. BRACKETT.
unexpected departure.

&

Sewing

Philadelphia.

=

=

BOSTON

18

field, and laid by theside of those of her husThe occasion was solemn and‘interesting.
band.

Side Walks,

MEDICAL
BLESSING

& CO.,

EVERYWHERE.
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Proprietors,
FOR
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we sell at the low price of 30c, per pound,

E.G. CHADDOCK.

BEST PAVEMENT

LOWELL, MASS.

THE GREATEST

TRY IT
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world!
Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, Address

* COOPER,

.

. P,]Ror. .
J. L. JACKSON.

S. Harris’ Patent Coal Ash Sifters we have had in
use three years, at our stores and houses, to ouren.
tire satisfaction.
ARNOLD, CONSTABLE 200,
NEW YORK,

SNEEZING ! 2&1
pleasant to the taste,
swallowed, instantly
Organs a
OF
AND COMFORT.

URES WITHOUT
‘As a Troche Powder, is
and never nauseates; when
Vocal
gives to the Throat and
DELICIOUS SENSATION
~ COOLNESS

of

by a multitude

where

A

Sons

‘
8. HARRIS, Esq., Springfield, Mass:
at
Dear Sir—We have used your Patent Sifters
also
one
have
I
these Mills for ten years or more, and
I
and
ion,
satisfact
entire
give
They
at my house.
cheerfully recommend them to all persons who may
i
A
want a good sifter.
F. F. BATTLES, Agt. Mass. Cotton Mills,

111d and agreeable in its effects that it positively

received the kindest attention. On: the 10th,
funeral services were conducted by the writer,
after which her remains were brought to North-

=

ow

a Catarrh, but

“Dry up”

This Remdy does not

in the Saviour and

(Mrs. H. a daughter,)

R. HOE &

ee
of New Xa OrK.

CATARRH SNUFF

offensive matter,
Loosens it; frees the head of
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is 80

LYDIA, widow of the late Rev. N. King, died
and
in Middlesex, Vi, Feb. 5, aged 90 years
She was born in Bow, N. H., and
6 months.
Vt.,
,
Tunbridge
to
when quite young, removed
where she resided for many years., In 1794, she
married the man whose relation was enjoyed for
She indulged a hope in Christ in 1799,
58 years.
and soon afterward received baptism and united
Durwith the F'. Baptist church in Tunbridge.
ing the 50 year’s ministry of her husband, she
ever encouraged him inhis work, and enjoyed:
the satisfaction of having contributed much to
the cause of Christ. Her interest was identified
adwith the denomination jfor 70 years, and -in
vanced age her attachment was not allowed to deA family, consisting of 5 sons and 8
cline.
daughters, gathered around her. Nine remain
tomourn her departure, and cherish her memory:
posterity extending
She lived to see a numerous
to the fourth generation. “Her last ten years

were pleasantly

:

/

"giving evidence that the cause to which he devoted his life was able to support him in death.
One week from the death of Bro. S. his son, Dr.
Albert F. Scruton, followed him in death, leaving
the family doubly afilicted. Seldom does death
Dr.S.
call for one who could be so ill spared:
had been an active and efficient Christian for
many years, and wus associated with nearly ev=ery important public interest in the city, being
Vice President of the Young Men’s Christian
Association, a member of the School Board, a
successful physician and an active member of
the church. ~ Many tears were shed over his
death, and the intelligence of the city was represented at his funeral. It will be long before his
place is filled in the church. In the brief space
whieh may be occupied by an obituary notice, I
virtues of
represent the
ean but imperfectly
these two noble Christian men, but their mem-

are inadmissible.

wife

sleep,

Mass.

We have used the Patent Sifting Machines made
oths
Mr. Samuel Harris, in our Iron Foundry, and for
| er purposes, for some time past. We consider them
and
Seen,
eyer
have
we
the best Sifting Machines
cheerfully recommend them to the favorable regard

.

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs Deafmess, ¢'c., and all
resulting from COLDS in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGENS:

Mgr. T. SCRUTON died at his residence in Lawrence, Jan. 9, aged 55 years. Bro. Scruton has
been for many years a servant of God, and has
done much to build up churches which should reflect the light of his Master. Early in life he
gave his'heart to God and joined the Free Baptist church in Dover, N. H. . Afterwards he was
He has
a member of the church in Saco, Me.
been for several years the Superintendent of the
Washington cotton mill in Lawrence, and his
death deprives that Incorporation of one of its
most faithful officers. He is much missed by the
church and society as well as by the bereaved

—

H.,

a death-like

‘Waterville, Me.;

Star, who do not

patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Not more than a
Brevity is specially important.

obituary.

ISAAC

THE

Persons wishing obitua-

Notice!

Agent,

Boston.

:

(ONPOSITION PAVEMENT,

"Obituaries.
Particular

Springfield,

Superlor Coal Ash Sifters, avoiding all Dust.

|

grew

in Jesus.
They were bothbronghtto thie chizreh,
followed by a large circle of relatives and friends,
where a sermon was preached by the writer, after which they were laid side by side in .the
same graye.
Bro. Gage, was for over 30 years
a worthy member. of the F. W. B. church, a
constant reader of the Star, a man of good report among his’ acquaintances, and a devoted
Christian.
In his removal the church has lost
a worthy member, the community one of its best
men.
Eight of his children had gone before
him.
He leaves six children, with many others
to mourn.
E
‘S. McKEOWN.

; because the heart and aspirations of
book
}.°
“a mighty nation throbbed within the volof the age more than

into

Street,

JACKSON’S

was

sistent member of the church of Christ. Before
the time came for the burial of her husband, she
was called to follow-him, and both slept together

cities

with

sickness

He was born on Cape Cod, in the town of Yarmouth, Mass,
His parents moved to W. Waterville when he was 8 years of age, where he has
lived ever since.
He was married to Anhie
Hussey in 1813. They both experienced religion
about 80 years ago, were
baptized by
Rev.
D. B. Lewis, and united with the Freewill Bapktist church.”
His wife died Oct. 8, 1857, in the
63d year of her age. She died in the Lord.
He
was again married to Betsey Chase, in 1859.
She
too was a good woman, a loving wife, and a con-

than the Egyptians’ art of old, it comes
down to us, while temples have crumbled,
without the LW of a single letter. Why
Because it was the people's
did it live?

ume, and because it represented

then - sank

.

how much

to us

Her

as usual on Monday, but soon

The

or live only

preserved

periodicals.

and

She leaves one brother, the writer, who has passed his 80th year, being the last of 6 brothers,.
and 2 sisters and other friends.

The sub-

production

FACES.

us

was a con-

She

calmly passed away, on Monday at 4 o’clock, A. M.

Fourth-ave.

audience.

With EVERY KIND AND GRADE OF SIEVES.

°

Address orders to

55 Water

her bedside and said, “I shall not long be with
you,” which were her last intelligible words,

The edifice was thronged with an
attentive

;

worse.
Her age and weakness were against her
recovery, and on Friday she spoke to those by

church of the

Dr. Crosby

TYPE,

JOB

AND

BOOK

| She took cold, but eat her breakfast with

the family

—

Crosby,

AND TOUGH METAL,
And its large varieties of

4a The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

other religious

lie prostrate in ruins,

persons;

served te a single human being.
what I know about it.
therefore, tell

joined

stant reader of the Star from its beginding,

has passed away, and now that great

—

There seems to be a diversit

in 1823, we

.| occasiopal visitsto Rehoboth.

the learning of its day, and has ever since
then been drifting up and down through the
world until it has appeared in every
haven
and been read by strange eyes in every recognized language of the globe.
Alexander
the Great went out with this book upon his
campaigns, so did Julius Cewmsar, so did
:
:
Napoleon Bonaparte.
When the pyramids of Egypt were but
modern s‘ructures, while Thebes was yet
defended by its hundred gates and Sesostris sat'upon the throne of Pharaoh, this
book had a life and existence; and now
that the light of nations which it deseribes

An Expensive Breakfast.
—

AL
HARD

For several years she has lived mostly
Jesus.
with her brother-in-law, at E. Calais; but made

the face of Europe, this book, or rather this
saving ark, contained all the wisdom and

for his neighbor's life or seeking how to
save his own; and agriculture and commerce were neglected for this grisly game
of hide and seek.— Cornhill Magazine.

Pitiable Ignorance.

meetings.

on their

cartouch-box

island. ~ Almost

there are about 800 pays dull, consuming
she enormous quantity of 800 million pounds
of rags per annum.

—

March

time and brings distant agés into contact,
as the ship the distant lands.”
This, the
lecturer said, would be his lay text, and he
called attention to the old‘ ship” Homer,
which had sailed over the vast deep for nearly three thousand years. When the world
was in its infancy, when there were no
nations, and when savage men traversed

and on the most trivial occasion of merriment or enthusiasm they ‘would discharge
their fire-arms. This habit gave a bloody
termination to many quarrels, which might
have ended more peaceably had the parties
been unarmed, and so the seeds of vendetta
Statistics
sown.
were constantly being
government prepublished by the Frenc
sent a hideous picture of the state of bloodshed in Corsica even during this century.
In one period of thirty years (between 1821
and 1650) there were 4319 murders in the

in

paper-manufacture;

and

scriptural,

J

©

Harris,

H.Q,

JOHN K. ROGERS,

more should the book be admited which,
like the ship, sails over the vast seas of

came a necessary consequence among the
heaghty and warlike families of the mounthe Corsieans
Secondly,
tain
ages.
and Arabia. Raw cotton was first used, have been from time immemorial accusand then cotton rags were brought into use tomed to wear arms in every-day life.
by the Arabians. Thé first paper mill in They used to sit at their house-doors and
Rittenhouse, in pace the streets with musket, pistol, dagAmerica was built by Wm.

Saint of American

in

inspired books of Moses that the worksof
Homer appeared. The two books contained within themselves the
germs of the intellectual life of this world. There was a
beautiful simile of Lord Bacon, in which he
compared the book to a ship—** If the invention of a ship which carries riches and commerce from one part of the globe to the

private vengeance for homicide or insult be-

Japanese, who used the inner bark of the
mulberry tree. - In the seventh century,
paper from cotton fibre was made in India

Germantown, ,Penn., about 1690.
the
ca
min Franklin may be

the olive on-

Brot,

lecturer said there was one book which we
all reverence—the Bible—the book
of

its G2noese

administered,

“+

remained ever singe a consistent member.
Her
voice was. heard in the prayer and conference

guage—the Romanic—essentially the same,
but so was the mode of thought and feeling.
To this hour the Ionian maiden comes down
with her pensive face to pray by the sacred
to relieve the necessities of the outlaws, and well, but while her people
have preserved
of
to guard them from the blood-hounds
of the people
condition
the
customs,
their
justice. There was scarcely a respectable had been very sadly changed. Every rock
family in Corsica who had not one or more and every river may be haunted by the
of its members thus.alla campagna, 8s is shades of mighty. dead, preserved by the
was euphemssically styled. The Corsican
genius and the efforts of this book, but
themselves have attributed this miserable
“Self debasement paved the way
state of thingsto two principal causes:
To villian bonds and despots’ sway.”
The first of these was the ancient bad gov-

upon a table, and made to adhere by moistening with the Nile water. This paper was
madein great quantities and. used over the

disappeared.

not

«

appreciative and

may be
In the

to do

intention

= =~

Samuel

Patent Sifting Machines,

a fit~

Levi Hathaway, was baptized by Elder Bartlett

to

the lat-

and Twenty-second-st., recently.

he was held to have fulfilled a duty rather
He then
than to have committed a crime.
betook himself to the dense tangles of evergreens where he lived upon the charity of
country-folks and shepherds. Inthe eyes
of those simple people it was a sacred duty

layers

spread in successive

from the stem;

served.—PIERRE

Rev. “Dr.

put himself under a legal and social ban by
murdering some one in ebedience to the
His
strict code of honor of his country.
victim may have been the hereditary foe of
his house for generations, or else the newly
made enemy of yesterday, But in either
case, if he had killed him fairly, after a

the

the broker in

from

‘papyrys,

from the

character.

used

the bear a heifer,

the English lecturer,

not for the sake of supporting himself by
lawless depredation, but because he had

ory of the human mind, and the only stable
pillar of an immortal name.” It was first
made

that a word

was

A lecture for the benefit of the Cretans
was delivered by William Parsons, Esq.,

that of the Italians,

it§ peculiar

which

velope was thrown away and

first place it has nothing at all to do with
robbery and thieving, The Corsican bandit took to a free life among the macchi,

recently before the Pittsfield Young Men's
Scientific Association. We take the following brief synopsis from the Berkshire
Eagle:
:
Mr. Colt remarked that ‘‘paper is the
foundation of all the arts and sciences;

from

Sicilians, and Greeks,

Hon. Thomas Colt, of Pittsfield, delivered
avery interesting lecture on this subject

minister of all governments,

different

the noblest work of God.”

“pigeon 'filled “a

3

meeting, testifying of the grace of God ‘in Christ

en

The Corsican system of brigandage

very

f)

was then roasted in its envelope, which en-

lies bound together by ties as firm as those

»

-

ter an elk, the elk an ox, the ox a Jippoperamus, the latter an elephant. The olive

cessant toil; and that He who holds the which hold kith and kin in any land.—
earthquake incheck has ordained that we Putnam’s Magazine.
may do His work unimpeded by the pers over other lands. |
petual horror that br
Corsican Brigandage.
— Harpers Magazine.

Paper and Paper Making.

e on

'W. Baptist church in Rehoboth, of which she has |

open air. In pleasant weather, no French
mother permits her children to remain indoors. Out-doors is the place for children,
say the Parisians ; and out they go, early in
the morning, accompanied by nurse, and
the daylight is gone, and
San Francisco is as safe as Rome or Flor- out they stay till’
much darkness as
ence, and the North Pacific shore as the the darkness falls (or as
hted streets of
coast of England. “History, in fact, assures ever falls on the brightly-lig
; only coming in at meal-times for a
us that ours is not one of the'lands of the Paris)
.
earthquake; that our exemption from its brief seance about the family-board
It is true that the Parisian believes there
terrors is as certain as that the seasons will
out whennot vary or the summer fail to come; that. is champagne in the air, and goes
ut there are
maternal nature has sheltered us from the ever he can to quaffin it.those homes famidestroyer that we may enjoy her gifts at homes in Paris, and

—

Iatter an ostrich,

the deer a bear,

It is true that the French have a neverfaltering faith in the beneficence of the

tl

beside

resentative from Concord, proposed, as

stuf
a'sheep, the sheep a calf, the calf an
antelopé, the latter a pig, the pig a-deer,

intermitting crowd ef strollers and gazers,
unmistakably French,—that it is no wonder
he concludes the people of Paris live out-of

leisure and unfold her vast resources by in-

interred

Pease, C. Baptist, and joined the church in Dighton, together with the writer and his wife. Having become convinced that close ‘communion was

many ladies, so
servants—a never-

take their meals at restaurants,

were

the

where—thronging the streets, gayly attired,
and so evidently ‘ent on pleasure, recrea-

only 2o under a roof at bed-time.

remains

Hicks, Esq., Feb, 8th, of lugg fever, aged 82 years.
She was born in Rehoboth, Mass. She experienced religion in June, 1820, under the labors of

the iron chairs, reading, in the Champs
Elysees, and on the Boulevards, and every-

doors,

The

His

those of his grandfither, Dea. W., at Upper Gilmanton. One of the speakers at the funeral, as a

rl.

:

First Letter Foundry in New England,
- JOMMENOEDIN 1817.

and im-

Pheasatt a chicken, the chicken a guineaowl, which was placed inside of a goose;
the
goose filled & turkey, the turkey a swan,

been there. Indeed, he not unfrequently
Jumps to the conclusion that there is no
ome-life in Paris at all. He sees so many
people outdoors so continually—sitting on

tion, not business—so
many children, so many

pressive.

stuffed with the

business |

ge,.. th
ROTH PECK dled Tn Fast Calals; Me:, at
tter a grouse, the grouse a pheasant, the | Mes
the residence of her brother-in-law,
Gideon

isian than he would have if he had never

cloud or comet, is al-

whether gas or fire,

pigeon.

singed and flies into the candle agaih.
Certainly, for loitering lushingtons to ex- Galaxy.
pectto thrive by keeping their hands in
their pockets or their noses in. a pewter pot,
“Qld
proves them to be ignorant—very igno- |

tions that were once strong in intellect and

was

+]Foodeock, the woodenck fo

to

good-for-nothings are common as mice in a
wheat-tick.
I only wish we could Jock

for a moment entertained such fears, history at once reassures-us. History, mother
of science, points to the unchanging unity of

A boned snipe

lark and placed inside of a robin, which

found than a cow in a crow’s nest; but, alas!

cisco become a new Callao, and sink into a
mound of sand beneath the raging waves of

the treacherous Patific?

)

pac]

wealth.

lark.

was
used to stuff a
hich latter
bird filled a quail, Whichwag then place

pears aslook to loose habits for heaith and

ii the 188 | "We might
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ies of the Calabrian plain?

grains of wisdom.
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present

hae a a
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funeral at Sanbornton Bridge some 200
Slug & i ortolan, _— Taner Jasplaced fhe
of his associates being
others
e, which was used t0 | men-and
i
a boned | from Concord. The scene was affecting
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ol ws drink
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and
wonde
|
wonder why their faces are so blotchy and |
their pockets so bare, would leave off won-
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pet
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re and Iuof lowing way: After having been stoned, it | ners, he was rapidly building
excellent
Eagles, and: Vultares are allput creatures
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Melodies and no more Dialogues and Recitations as
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:
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of Mr. Sumner’s amendment of ‘the Army

bill,

and

Sherman,

os

ander

Davis

and/other

ening the public credit; and the act granting permission to build a bridge over the Willamette
River.
The bill for the distribution of $20,000 of
currency over the South and West also failed to
become a law.
:

ago by

Messts.

Grimes,

Western

members

availed themselves of the opportunity to cast imputations upon the loyalty cf Maine and Massachusetts in the last war with Great Britain, and

A committee of gentlemen, headed by Mr. A.
| T. Stewart; waited on General Grant last. Wed-

~the-Senator-from
Kentucky brought im the negro; nesday and paid him $65,000 for his house, and
complaining
that his State had not hgen paid for
then presented a decd of the house to General
several thousand valuable young gentlemen of
Sherman.
color who had been made to fight for the United
On Monday of last week, Hon. W. L. Putnam
States.
;
:
:
(Democrat) was elected mayor of Portland over
Hon. J. H. Drummond by about 170 majority.

Mr. Sumner stood up manfully in behalf of the

justice of the claim, but declined tobe drawn into a discussion of the action of Massachusetts in

The lower house of the Maine Legislature has
‘refused to abolish the death penalty by a vote
9 to 45.
;

the war of 1812. Messrs. Fessenden, Wilson,
Patterson. of New Hampshire and Morrill of
Maine seconded Mr. Sumner, and endeavored to

controvert the statements of the opponents of the

President Grant’

- amendment, especially the assertion that it would
amount
to - $4,000,000.
The
House
spent

-

appropriation

bill,

some

Your suffrage having elevated me to the office
of President of the United States, I have, in conformity with the Constitution of our conntry,

of the

items of appropriation exciting much debate, but
as a general thing the recommendations of the
Committee on Appropriations were concurred in.
‘When the paragraph was reached providing for
the removal of the revenue cutter S.P. Chase
from the northern lakes to the vicinity of Boston,

taken the oath of office prescribed therein.
I have taken this oath without mental reservation, and ‘with the détermination to do to the best
of my ability all that it requires of me. The responsibilities ef the position I feel, but accept
them without fear. 'The office has come to me
unsought.
I commence its duties untrammeled.

the Representatives from Northern New York
made a strong effort to have it struck out. This
was resisted by Messrs. Elliot, Pike and other

I bring to it a conscientious

New England Representatives, and the paragraph was retained.
On Tuesday, the Senate spent the greater part
x

of both sessions on appropriation

bills, two

nation

of

ation bill was discussed a short time and laid
aside. The House gave its atterition to the business
on the Speaker’s table and disposed of thirty-three

Constitutional

public credit bill. This led to a two hours’ debate, in which many sharp and some harsh words
were said. It looked for a while as though the

«report would be defeated, but Mr. Sherman finally carried it through by 81 to 24. The army appropriation bill then’came to the front, and there

old and tedious debate

about the 1812 war claims of Maine and Massachusetts. The proposition to pay them had evidently a majority of the body in its favor, but
there is a growing dislike of the bad practice of
tacking general legislation to app:
iation bills;
and the amendment was at last
by 25to

of my

ability, to'the

privilege of interposing a’ veto to

of conand defi

their enforcemént.
F
’
3
A great debt has-been contracted in securing

ciency appropriation bills, and ‘in a short execu“tive session tabled the Cuban resolution of sympathy.
At 3:30 A. M. arecess until 10 A. M. was
taken, and previous to the adjournment without

to us and to our posterity the Union. The payment of this, principal and interest, as well as
the return to a specie basis as soon as it can be
accomplished without material detriment to the
debtor class or the country at large, must be provided for.
To protect the national honor, every
dollar of government indebtedness
should he
paid in gold unless otherwise expressly stipulat-

16. The Senate agreed to the
ferenpe committees on the legislative

day, the conference report on the miscellaneous
appropriation bill was accepted.

The oath of of-

fice was admisistered to Mr. Colfax by Senator
‘Wade,
and the Senate adjourned

sine die.

The

House gave Mr. Broomall his way on the resolu-

ed in the contract.

tion cutting down the pay of committee clerks and
the perquisites of the Sergeant-at-Arms, and then

repudiator of one farthing of our public debt
would be trusted in a public place, and it will go.
far toward strengthening a credit which ought to

roughly and deservedly rebuked him for the
course he had pursued in withholding from the

enable us to replace the debt with bonds bearing
less interest than we now pay. To this should
be added a faithful collection of the revenue, a
strict accountability to the Treasury for every
dollar collected, and the greatest practicable retrenchment in expenditure in every department

Louisiana case. The committee of ways and
means carried through two, or three small measures, after which there was a spicy debate on the

public credit bill report. Mr. Schenck had it in
charge and created some amusement by offering
Mr. Butler a chance to speak, which chance he
thrice declined and then embraced,
in order to call

of government.

oul

©"

‘When we compare

country

mow,

the paying

capacity of the

with ten states still in poverty

from the effects of the war, but soon to emerge,

the act a sort of poor strengthening
man’s
plaster.

The
and
Mr.
was

Let it be understood that no

be the best in the world, and will immediately

colored man Menard nearly half of the money
which had been voted him as a contestant in the

’

dest

defeat the measures which I oppose; dbut all the
laws will be faithfully executed, whether they
meet my: approval or not. I shall on all such
have a policy to récommend, but none to enforce
against the will of the people.
Laws are to govern all alike; those opposed to
as well as those who favor them, I know of no
method to secure the repeal of bad or obnoxious
laws so effective as their stringent execution.
The country having just emerged from a great
rebellion, many questions will come before it for
settlement, in the next four years, which the preceding administration has never had - to deal
with.
In meeting these, it is desirable that they
should be approached calmly, without prejudice,
hate, or sectional pride; remembering that the
greatest good to the greatest number is the object
to be attained.
This requires secarity of person
and property, and free religious and political
opinion in every partof our common country
without regard to local prejudices.
All laws to
secure these ends will receive my best efforts for

bills, three of which went to conference committees, four to other committees, one was killed,
and twenty-five were passed.
Many of those
agreed to were relief or pension bills, and very
few were of much general interest.
On Wednesday, the Senate began by turning the
cold shoulder upon Mr. Corcoran and his claim,
and then took up the conference report on the

bh 4

to #ill it, to the

desire and determi-

satisfaction of the people.
:
:
On all leading questions agitating the public
mind, I will always express my views to Congress and urge them according to my judgment,
and, when I think it advisable, will exercise the

which, the post-office and the legislative, executive and judicial, it passed. The army appropri-

was a renewal of the

Inaugural.

W——

Citizens of the United States:—

the afternoon and evening in consideration of the
miscellaneous

ry

of

I trust, with greater prosperity than ever before,

House thought it a good act, nevertheless,
passedit by the decided vote of 118 to 57.
Colfax resignedas Speaker, and Mr. Pomeroy
chosen to serve one day. Ome of the politidisability bills was up in the early part of the

with its paying capacity twenty-five years ago,
and

calculate what

it probably will be

we now pay for useless luxuries?

Why, it looks

was anything but good-tempered. The post-1 as though Providence had bestowed upon usa
‘office bill came forward about 11 o’clock and the “ strong box,” in the precious metals locked up

in the sterile mountains of the far West, which
we are now forging the key to unlock, to meet

democrats and a few republicans began filibustering, but Mr. Beaman’s motion to suspend the
“tiles brought thém up with a short turn. The
House continued the séssion until 5 A. M., when
it took a recess until 10 A. M., and of the business
transacted,
the acceptance of the reports

ference committees on the three appropriation
bills above named, was the most important.
The conference committees on the political disa-

bility bill and Mr. Coburn’s enrency bill failed
to agree. At noon the House was adjourned
. gine die. On Thursday, immediately after the adjournment of the

Senate

of

the Fortieth

Congress,

Vioe-President Colfax called the Senate
Forty-first

Congress to order and

ceremony

was ended

inanguration

to

electoral

votes for the President whehad

hoen

, were

counted

business

of electing

a Speaker

was

twenty-

A moment’s reflec

with

national

pride.

All

should indivisions,

fully restored in all parts of the country, and
trade resumes its wonted channels.

proceeded

with,
and Mr. Bldine was chosen by a vote of 136

It will be my endeavor to execute all laws in
good faith, to collect all revenues as imposed,

then took the oath of office, and the House

economically

od up for action to-day. The cabinet appointments
were communicated by President Grant at about
The doors were opened in

| half an hour und the Senate adjourned.
House a number

went inIn

of members elect, objected

the

The organization

was completed by the election of a clerk, a sergoant-at-arms, a door-keeper and

a postmaster,

and'after
the usual drawing of seats, the House

irned until Tuesday.

Section of the sot establishing a Treasury

' parument,
86 that A. T, Stewart

that certain improvements are made within a
given time. We will now try to show that, even
at this cheap rate for land, it is better for a far-

mer with

a family

of ‘breaking-the- prairie, to say nothing of clearing the land of timber, which may be set down
at three dollars an acre, though probably it wil
cost four. Take only forty acres, and it will cost
one hundred and twénty dollars to break it.
Then it must be fenced at a great cost, haw great
wa,do not know, but suppese it will cost not less
than two hundred and *fifty dollars; a house
must be put up and if of logs only it will require
fifty

dollars

more;

them

come

a well, a

If others depart

from this

fleges in any state.

It seems to me very desira-

ble that this question should be settled

now, and

I entertain the hope and express the desire that

ft may be by the ratification of the fifteenth arti

ocho

Insects

It will be remembered by the readers of this

that, a few days ago, Dr. Hamilton’s Theory
Lung, and other diseases, was
published
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relief of diseas

humanity.

i

evidence

given

above,

all

reasonable per-

fit of the suffering, aud for no other purpose.
All of
these testimonials are genuine—are guaranteed to

be 80, in fact—and itis easy to write to them, and
get from their own pens the FACTS.
Any of them
will answer all inquiries of this character, eitherin
person or by letter,

pression to the value of property.
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sons must be led to the conclusion that there can be no
good reason for doubting the fact that Dr. Hamilton
1s just what he is rep) esented to
Very
success.
ful physician in the treatment of Chronic
Diseases,—
It is us« less to cry “humbug,” for the above
have volunteered to give their evidence for the bene.
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to him
case in full and he will deal honestly and
prompt J vith you. All letters to him must be ad-
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J. L. Peabody, of Macoupin, Ill., tells the Peo
ria Farmer what he learned
of a Kansas man

about making hens lay in winter:

He told
me if I would let my hens huddle to-

gether in ome warm corner, and not letithem
roost, I should get plenty of eggs. I had about
twenty hens; my hen-house
was a rough shed,
eight feet square, with a small window and door
on the east. I took down all the roosting-poles,
nest boxes

only,

POX teesee.

With a few

short

I made a small shed, about four feet
on the south side of the larger one, and
it with corn fodder. (Straw is better.)
a hole for the hens to pass from the large

Coie

house into

the small

one.

The

result

was, my

ia a few times
in themselves.
keep them free
many who are
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The world would be immensely happier if the
sitting-room of every house contained a table of
window plants in thrifty growth, Many readers

We condense from an article by E.'L.

vital functions.

The pot should theréfore be laid

on its side in a sink about once a week and both
sides of the leaves sponged or syringed. They
can be showered with a small water-pat or those
with glossy foliage sponged with a bit,bf flannel.
The water

should be

about the

temperature

of

the room and rain water is much the better, If
plants are very dirty, they may be sponged with
luke-warm water, but should be showered after-

wird with cool water, Good garden loam is the
best soil for almost all plants. In the bottom of

every pot should be sn inch of broken stone,

charcoal, or something ‘of the sort for drainage.
In watering, saturate all the earth fully, but do

i | his share foward cementing a happy Union; and lined with zinc, If that is impracticable, empty.
tayers of the nation to Almighty
God the ‘saucers after watering. The room needs
4
thorough

ventilation

daily,
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hand of death by his

ship, Had it not been for your medicine I hous not
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I owe my worldly existence
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of the worth of your matchless remedies, and I shall
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Tens of thousands given up as hopeless are per:

“My health has so far improved from the effects of
your treatment that I am able to resume my
pastor
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manently cured, and restored to the activity of life,
A large share of these applicants fuffer with drug
power,
when
the ‘unfortunate
sufferers
seemed
disease, and have had their whole system medicated
oomed to an early grave, and
all other treatment and Yoisened through and through with medicine.
was of no avail. In addition tg what I can vouch for DR.
WOLCOTT condemns most emphatically all drug
personally, I have ample evidence from other clergy- treatment, and proves practically that disease can be
men, physicians and eminent men of the highest radically expelled
the system without dosing
character, who have also been saved by this won- the stomach. The advent of Pain Paint overturns
derful treatment, and who speak in the highe:t praise the old theory of cure; and medigal practitioners are
and
gratitude of Dr. Hamilton as a Physician and a at their wits end in beholding
undeniable and
gentleman of hovor and integrity.
Itis but simp)
astonishing cures of those cases
considered by themstating the positive truth
I say that it is well selves as utterly hopeless. Hundreds come over one
known throughout this country
that where his works thousand miles to obtain treatment and advice;
are known and the fruits of his skill have been wit many have been suffering
for years who are usable
nessed, he is highly esteemed
¥ the people as the from sickness or poverty to make the journey. Teo all
most eminent and remarkable physician in the treat such it will be more practicable to purchase his remment of chronic diseases, of the age.
As the result edies and have them sent free ofexpress charges,
A
of a long personal and familiar acquaintance with
int of Pain Paint (double stre;
ian be sent for
Prof. Hamilton and his unparalleled success as a pro; a quart for $8, or a galion
"for
$20, on receipt of
fessional man of the highest order, I frankly express the money at No. 181 Chatham Square, N. Y., or %
the hope that diseased humanity in every part ot our doz, pints of Wolcott's Annihilator, for the cure of
land may avail themselves of his most remarkable Catarrh, $6 with full directions and advice.) Small
skill, and thus share the noble blessings so kindly bottles can be bought at all first class Drog
Stores.
and freely bestowed upon all. Most Jel pectiully.
Beware of all imitators who offer worth
8 comRev. W. B. JACUBS,
pounds. Wolcott's signatureis gery large on white
No. 41, Park Row, New York, Room No. 4.
winDhere around each bottle of £11 his remedies,
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THE WORK GOES BRAVELY ON!
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full control and yield to the magie, subtle
power
ot his remedies.
I have myself teen numbers of those
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‘When all liniments are past,
‘When all pills and powders fall,
PAIN PAINT will outlive them all.
The latest scientific discoveries prove that the
principle of evaporation and absorption is the emly
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‘termined effort on the partof every citizen
to do
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be picked

and acting upon this principle it appears that |

Professor R. L. Hamilton, of New York,
has, by patient investigation and vast experience, sclved the
uncertam question in relation to the vexed and important subject of Liver complaint and other chronic
seases.
po
:
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not let the water stand in the plates under the
pots. To most plants that is lingering death.
The neatest' way of keeping parlor plants to se-

the land, and a des
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md various kinds
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cleof the amendment to the Constitution.
k patient forbearance one
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men;

published from all parts of the country. Others of a rolls off. Hot liniments have utterly failed, for they
startling and interesting character are given below,
which seem to us are evidences that cannot be ques: always inflame and burn the flesh wherever applied,
tioned for a moment,.and we advise those who are ‘while oils or ointments clog the pores and prevent
~The importance of having a handsome table is
suffering from the diseases he makes a specialty
of, the escape of morbid matter.
But a preparation has
overlooked by many good housekeepers. Tho
| to-write
“been made and already
hy.”
ilton’s opinion and advice at once,
s
appearance of the table affects our appetite, and
suffering all kindsof pain and disease that ie possible
STRONGLY CORROBORATED !!
makes or destroys oftentimes the enjoyment of a
to enumerate, and it acts like magic on each and every
individual, Itis limpid as water, avd is as harmless;
meal. One of the first things the young daughter
NEW YORK Crry, January 20, 1869,
will not stain or smart, and so prepared that the abshould learn to do about the house, is to spread
TO THE AFFLICTED EVERY WHERE,
sorbents drink it fapidly and the evaporation that
the table in 8 neat and tasteful way.
During my labors in publishing and editing a news- instantly arises through the million of pores is really
paper for many years in this city, and also in the per marvellous. It is an invention hitherto unknown,
ormance of my duties as a clergyman in this and
|
other cities, I have become Sorsughly and intimate but is as of much importance as the introduction of
ly acquainted with R. Leonidas Hamilton, M. D., the steam or the magnetic telegraph; for thé drying up
justly celebrated Liver, Lung, aud Blood Physician a single. tear has more of honest fame than shedof this city, who is located at No. 546 Broadway.— ding seas of gore; this article not only dispels all
© BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
The doctor was for many years a regular practising
For the week ending, March 3, 1869,
physician and also for some years a professor in one heat and fever, but evaporates out all impurity and
of our best medical schools, and during
such exten. morbid matter of the system or blood at any point
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Rand, Jr., in the Journal of Horticulture:
Dust often clogs the leaves and impairs their

to agitate the public so long as a portion of the
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in

culture.

citizens of the nation are excluded from its priv-

Tegnily ac-

to remain

respect the rights of all nations, demanding equal

The question of suffrage is one which is likely

De-

on his hands

New England.
In the first place, to move a family, consisting
of husband, wife and, say two children of ten
and twelve years, as far westward as Nebraska,
will cost one hundred and fifty dollars. Then
comes the increased cost of everything needed in
the housekeeping and toel line, which may safely
be put at fifty dollars. Then comes the expense

ardized or the flag of our country floats, I would

_ On Batarday,in the Senate two different bills
were introduced aiming at a repeal of the eighth

There

or foreign birth, wherever his rights are jeop-

rule in their dealibgs with us, we may be compelled to follow their precedent,
The proper treatment of the original occupants
of this land, the Indians, is one deserving careDi atads, I will favor any course towards them
hich tends to their civilization, Christianization and ultimate citizenship.

rduy, were sworn in after some discussion

upon their respective cases.

of the wilderness.

who, in a flower-loving yet bungling way, are
trying to cultivate house plants this winter, will
thank us for these plain hints about their best

respect for our own.

to

piteh

one hundred and sixty acres of land on condition

I will,#0 the best of

In regard to foreign policy, I would deal with
nations as equitably as the law requires. individ:
uals to deal with each other, and I would protect the law-abiding citizen, whether of native

repeal the tenure-of-office act, which will be call-

. to executige session.

disbursed.

carry out this design.

ber of bills and resolutions were introduced, the
most important among the former being a bill to

settled West, and

may

syringed weekly. Smoking with tobacco removes
the green fly or aphis; washing rids tlitm of the

tot

the homestead act
witl-present-the-settler with

my ability, appoint to office those only who will

On Friday, the Senate met at noon, and a num-

... two o'clock, and the Senate immediately

_a tent in the borders

and to have them properly aceounted
for and

ad-

; i journed.
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their age must he its voters

ject may not be necessary now nor even advisable; but it will be, when the civil law is more

"to BT. ‘The new Speaker
and the membars.slect

pt

The young men of the country; those

so important a8 that a plan should be adopted
and acquiesced in. A united determination to
do 80 is worth more than divided counsels upon
the method of doing. Legislation upon. this sub-

Mr. Brooks finally withdrew his appeal, and the

beyond the

they

i

this common sentiment. How far the public debt
is to be paid; or specie payments resumed, is not

just

surface, when

er. You will have to drive them
at first; they will soon learn to go
Put in wood ashes occasionally to
from vermin,
There are a great

A prostrate

geographical, political and religious, can join in

and declared.

go far away

land, itis necessary

all sides

a

It must be admittéd by every rational mind that|

are not apt to trouble plants that are washed or

hens continued to 1&y all through the cold weath-

spire them

RA» 08a of confusion dnd dleonser sluoe!
thatof the memorable
day when the

West the facilities for enjoying life are equal to

tion should follow the sime rule.

if they are only true to themselves,

of order which was overruled by the Clerk. An
‘appeal from this decision was demanded, but the
Clerk refused to entertain the appeal, and then

the

those of the: East, there the expense of living,
- the cost of land, and the various disquietudes of
a farmer’s life are as great as here. - We showed,
also, that, to obtain cheap

so that

~ Adberfisements,

BLOOD!

the man who contributes
the most toward promoting
the happiness and welfare of the human race must of
neoce pr.
be the most highly esteemed by his fellow

share it. Stirthe surface of the soil often. Watering with weak lime-water will not hurt the
plants and will usually drive earth worms to the

OR THE WEST?

showed that wherever in

frequently

Old. ceanrcrnsses

tion as to what will be our commanding influence among the nations of the earth in their day,

ceedings Mr. Brooks of New York made a point

ENGLAND,

last we

the pots about
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boards
square,
covered
I made

taining the national honor.

chamber at 12:45 P. M., and five minutes afterwards adjourned. The House of the Forty-first
Congress met at 3 o’clock P. M., and after the roll
of members had been called, proceeded to the
election of a Speaker. At this stage of the pro-

wo

to increase

five years hence, have 4 peculiar interest in main-

their

our

Furnace heat is hurtful if foo dry.

but that should only be
when
a dollar of
obligation to pay secures precisely the same sort
of dollar to use now, and not before. While the
question of specie payments is in abeyance, the
prudent business man is careful about contract.
ing debts payable in the distant future; the fa-

who from

After this

returning

the

couraged.

the senators attended the

ceremonies,

Ul

timately
it may be necessary

commerce is to be rebuilt and all industry en-

of the

administered

thie oath of office to the Senators-elect.

‘the Very contingency tliat is now upon us.

facilities to reach these riches, and it may
be necessary also that the general government should giveits aid to secure this access;

of con-

NEW
In

twenty-

five years hence, who can doubt the feasibility of
paying every“dollar then with more ease than

evening and led to a three hours’ debate, which
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ITS MYSTERIES.

In such cases evaporate water plentifully. Give
plenty of light, the more-sun the better, and turn

The Sphere for Farmers.

the further security of equal rights in the Dis‘trict of Columbia ; Mr. Schenck’s bil for strength-

providing for the payment of interest on the war

years

injurious,

act reorganizing the judicial system; the act for
reducing the navy and marine corps; the act for
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CONGRESSIONAL.

Rural and Domestic,

HUM

should not be roasted in hot air or poisoned with
impure. They do better in'rooms not lighted by
gas, as it isalways escaping more or less, and is
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A Washington despatch says that the following
bills were pocketed by President Johnson :—The

On Monday, the Senate was engaged until a
late hour in the evening-in an earnest discussion

debt of 1812 and 1815, paid some

MISCELLANEOUS,
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10, 1869.
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